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MAJOR GENERAL WOOD IN
COMMAND OF ARMY.

JUDGE WRIGHT'S

'S

-

If 1JHA

as His Home

Won His Spurs in Trailing
Geronimo in This Territory.

HE

COUNTRY

ANOTHER SLUR AT YOUNG
COLLEGE WOMEN.
Norrnal School Professor Takes
self and His Mission Too
Seriously.

-SOI- ID-STOUT

Washington, July 15. Major General Leonard Wood, in command of the
Recorded by Supreme Court department of the east, this week as- This Is Ridiculous Assertion Wife's Jealousy Over Hussumed the duties of chief of staff, thus
Made by Gifford
Clerk Jose D. Sena With
band's Affinity Leads to
becoming head of the army. General
Pinchot
Oath of Office
Brutal Murder
Wood was born on October 9, 1860, in
Winchester, X. H. He entered the
army as assistant, surgeon on JanuALL ENGLANPHs
AROUSED
SECOND LIEUTENANTS RESIGN ary 5, 1SS6, and his. tirst service was TIKES SUM
with Lawton in the memorable campaign against Geronimo in the mountain
fortresses of New Mexico. So Intimates That
Sandoval
Police Searching Every Nook for
in
Three Townships
was the assistant surgeon in
r
untiring
Is
Roosevelt
Land
With Him on
American Dentist and His
County Open for
he trailing of the Apaches that Law-toConservation.
him
detachFilings. '
Typist.
in
command of a
put
ment and praised him highly in his
SurKansas City, Mo., July 15. Gifford . London, July 15. While the police
Governor Mills today appointed Ira reports. During the campaign
one
in
Wood
miles
rode
geon
puba
seventy
notary
P. "Wetmore of Roswell,
Pinchot, who wMl be a guest of honor 'exhausted their resources today to lay
night through a country swarming and principal speaker at a dinner of i hands on Dr. Hawley Crippen, the
lic.
with Apaches and walked thirty miles the Knife and Fork Club
Incorporation.
here, tonight, j American, and his woman typist, Miss
totlhe day following to deliver the dis- arrived here this
In a re- - Leneve, physicians were examining
Incorporation papers were filed
morning.
Secre- patches. Far this deed he received a mark he said that the
Territorial
of
office
in
the
day
people of this the mutilated body of his wife, Belle
Spanish-Americaowe a debt of gratitude to the j Elmore, with a view of determining
tary Natihan Jaffa by the Hanlin Sup- medal of honor. When the
country
war broke out General
ply Company of Newton, Kansas, and
insurgents for the excellent legisla-- i the manner in which the murder was
ati Wood was one of the physicians to tion of the last session of Congress.
committed. The finding in the cellar
with New Mexico headquarters
.
T
Via iha President McKinley and
'T
Uclo.r
Secretary of I "Some of the bills passed were ex- - gave rise to the report that the
Aiouqueique, x.
Mexico agent. The capitaliza- War Alger. Colonel Roosevelt obdangerous in the form in vin art'st had been shot before the
tion is $60,000 of which $45,000 have tained the President's consent for the which introduced. Thus, the railroad body was haltered into an unrecog-bil- l
United
been issued. The incorporators and organization of the First
as prepared by Attorney General nizable mass, and buried in quick lime.
was also reported that traces of
directors are: Joseph Somers, presi- States Volunteer Cavalry, which be- Wickersham" contained
provisions lt
dent; C. C. Mack, secretary; S. A. came known as the Rough Riders. which if adopted would have proved P,son nave been found- The inlliest
be held
It has been a
Hanlin, Inez M. Hanlin, Minnie J. General Wood was appointed colonel a calamity to the country. The bill
Somers and Byrd A. Mack. The ob- of the regiment. The command went was
i
"
'
",ue
ininto
hammered
shape by the
jects of the company are to conduct to Cuba and took part in the battle of surgents before it was adopted."
" a general commissary business? for Santiago, although compelled to fight
tion. Miss Leneve was employed by
Asked if Colonel Roosevelt adhered
the purpose of furnishing from cars on foot. After the attack on San Juan to
'
'
'
his original views on
'.' presence
conservation, Mrs" '.
,v ' ', to tlhe
or otherwise at any and all places in hill, Colonel Wood was promoted to
Crippen
objected
t
for gallant serv- Mr. Pinchot said:
New Mexico, food, provisions, cloth- be brigadier-genera- l
of the young woman in her husband's
ice
Guasimas.
After an invitation to be the principal office, and his refusal to dismiss her,
and
there
Las
at
of
other
articles
and
and
supplies
ing
conservaspeaker before the national
caused frequent quarrels. Some time
personal property required or used by the surrender of Santiago, General tion,
congress this year is sufficient after Mrs. Crippen disappeared. Miss
working gangs engaged in the laying Wood was made military governor of
Leneve appeared in public with Dr.
out, construction or repairing of rail- the city, and succeeded in establish- answer."
road or other public works or under- ing sanitary conditions there. On DeCrippen. who introduced her as his
cember 8, 1898, he was made a major
wife to acquaintances. The dentist
takings."
general for his work at Santiago, RAILROAD
Registration Books.
explained that his former wife had
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa which ended in 1899. He was appointleft him following a quarrel, and that
of the regular
is sending out the registration books ed a brigadier-genera- l
she had subsequently died. Both Dr.
Ti Crippen and
Miss Leneve have been
for the constitutional delegate elec- army in 1901. General Wood was
made military governor of Cuba on
tion in September.
as having been seen in dif--j
reported
Genferent parts of tliis country and if the
Judge Wright's Commission Received. December 14, 1899, succeeding
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena eral Brooke and remaining in this
reports are true they have separated.
until the assumption of office
If this is the case, the police believe
today received the commission and
oath of Hon. B. R. Wright, of Santa by President Palma. From 1903 to Big Pennsylvania System May the separation to be only temporary
Rosa, appointed associate justice of 1908 General Wood served in the
and in the hope of avoiding detecBe Tied Up in Near
the New Mexico supreme court on Philippines. Returning home by the
tives.
Future
way of Europe he witnessed tine GerMrs. Crippen Pleaded for Mercy.
July 2, and recorded them.
man war maneuvers with Generals
National Guard Resignations.
London, July 15. The first story
of what, may have been the actual
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes to- Corbin and Young. Since November
the de- INCREASE OF WAGES REFUSED committing of the murder of Belle
day received the resignation of Sec- 10, 1908, he has comanded
ond Lieutenant Samuel T. Bitting of partment of the east.
Elmore was told the police today by
a neighbor of Dr. Hawley H. Crippen,
Carlsbad, who is going to Virginia for
two years, and of Second Lieutenant DRAWING THE PROHIBITION
Directors
at
Meeting
..in, whose cellar the body, supposed to
Special
'
LINE MUCH TIGHTER.
C. J Phelan, of Albuquerque! '
be that of his wife, was found. The
Sustain Officers in Their
Arrests By Mounted Police.
proprietress of a small shop in the
Attitude.
rear of the Crippen residence told of
Special Officer Brookes today re- Booze in Dry States no Longer to Be
Sold in the Guise of Patent Medported to Captain Fred Fornoff of the
hearing a woman's' screams and
icines New Ruling of Comterritorial mounted police that he
Philadelphia, Pa., July 15. At a cries for mercy coming seemingly
has arrested several "high graders,"
missioner Cabell.
special meeting of the directors of the from the cellar. It was five months
in the mining camp of Mogollon, Soresolutions ago. Mrs. Crippen disappeared
in.
railroad
Pennsylvania
corro county, who lhave been getting
Washington, July 15. Sections of were adopted fully approving the February.
away with valuable ore. Mounted the cciintry that receive their intoxi-catir- g course of its officers in resisting the Watching For Crippen on ThTs Side,
Policeman Beal of Deming reported
stimulants in the guise of per- demands of its employes for a wage
New York, July 15. The Lusitania,
the arrest of H. T. Pascoe, a white fumes, essences, medicines or drugs, increase. Employes, both on the east the first of the liners on which it was
man, and Wiley MeNeal, a negro who were delivered a hody blow by and west lines, have voted to strike, thought Dr. Hawley Harvey Crippen
thinks toe is a bad man, at Silver Commissioner Cabell of the internal A committee of employes is now in would reach here from England, pass- City, foT raising a disturbance.
revenue bureau, who gave out a list session considerin g the strike ques- - ed up the bay this morning. The ves- '
Public Land Open to Entry.
of more than two hundred prepara tion.
sel was thoroughly searched at quar-- I
Notice is hereby given that plats of tions that hereafter may be handled
antine but no sign was found of the
nnln oftnn ttli rrn VT TI
J . . ...
survey of townships 20, 21 and 22
dentist whose wife was found murder-- '
IN JULY
SQUEEZE
North, Range 1 West, of the N. M. P. ment liquor license is paid.
NOW ON ed in his London home. The steamer
COTTON
IS
M. & B., have this day been filed in
St. Paul is due from Liverpool on Sat-- I
Treasury department officials said
this office and said townships will be they believed that many of these prepurday and she and all other steamers
open to entry on and after September arations
were made
mainly for Prices on the Exchange Showed Sen from English ports will be carefully
8, 1910, subject to certain existing sale
sational Advance and July is $15
In "dry" territory, where the
watched.
a Bale Higher than In January.
withdrawals for forest reserve.
laws made it impossible to obtain legMANUEL1 R. OTERO,
!AS CUSTOMARY DEMOCRATS
ally anything with a liquor flavor.
Register.
New York, July 15. There is every
It is estimated there are forty thouFAILED TO KEEP PLEDGES.
These townships are in the vicinity sand druggists in the United States indication today that the long talked
.
of Cuba, Sandoval county.
slightly more than half of whom pay- of squeeze in July cotton is now on.- Therefore Centennial State Tax Pay-th$25 yearly special tax which per- The market showed increased exciteers Are Put t0 Heavy Expense
GENERAL HOWE DISAPPROVES
mits them to sell the preparations in- - men today, and prices showed a sen-- j
0f an Extra Session.
FINDINGS OF COURT MARTIAL. volved. Other stores that continue sational advance.
July is selling at
to vend these mixtures will now be 16.43 or fifty points above last night's) Denver, July 15. By proclamation
Captain Samuel K. Lyon of Twenty-Fift- h required to pay the tax and the Unit- - closing and fully five dollars a bale issued a'te yesterday afternoon, Gov-e- d
Infantry Not Entirely BlameStates treasury will be enriched ac- -' above the price ruling before the cov--; ernor Jonn F snafroth summons the
less Says Reviewing Authority.
cordingly.
ering movement began on Wednesday, legislature in extraordinary session
No' one seemed to have any for sale on Tuesday, August 9, for the purpose
New York, July 15. Captain Sam- NO MORE MONEY ADVANCES
except the bull leaders. At he high 0f considering legislation providing
uel K. Lyon, of the 25th infantry, U.
ON COTTON BILLS OF LADING piice of this morning, July is nearly if0r ne initiative anA referendum; the
S. A., recently tried for irregularities
$15 a bale above the low level touch - Australian (or headless) ballot; direct
growing out of the Brownsville, Tex., Texas Bankers' Association Find That ed on the big break of last January,
primaries; guaranty bank deposits;
y
matter was found not guilty, and
Anti-TruLaw of Lone Star
a public service commission and a law
aquitted by the court. GenerState Is Irksome.
providing for the transfer of funds
HAS
MEXICO,
TORREON,
al Walter Howe, commander of the debut
needed for the especial purpose
$200,000 CONFLAGRATION.
partment of the east, however, acting
for which they are appropriated to
Denison, Texas, July 15. Following
S
aa reviewing authority today disap- the receipt of the news here yesterday
There Were Several Heroic Rescues! the general fund. The proclamation
proved the finding of the court. Gen- that credit institutions in the east and
ls accompanied ny au auuress iu ui
But No Lives Were Lost State
eral Howe says, he has no doubt in Europe have declined to advance
people setting forth the reasons which
Pawnshop In Building.
from the evidence that the exact con- any more money on cotton bills of ladimpel the governor in his course.
dition of his ammunition was known ing, it wag stated today that the TexFailure of the last general assembly
The
15.
July
Torreon, Mexico,
to Captain Lyon and there is no rea- as Bankers' Association will impor- structure
eem platform pledges is given
known as Monte de PiedadJ0
son why he was unable before a court tune Governor Campbell to recomthe
governor as the reason for
jby
the
the state pawnshop,
cauof inquiry to give full and exact infor- mend a special law making railroads occupied by
lDe
bank of Torreon and
mation, except his desire to cover up directly responsible for the acts of partnit-DaM
store on the first floor
an error in his returns and certi- their agents. Another proposed rem- - w a hntol nn tho nnnpr floors burned YEAR'S EXTRA PAY FOR
anti-truFAITHFUL EMPLOYES.
stat
ficates.
edy is a'change in the
The logs ,g $200 000 There
night
Ute 01 Texas to euauie aureijr win- were several heroic rescues but no
Gracious Recognition of Their ServFORMER NEW MEXICAN STARVpanies to unite for the purpose of lives were lost.
ices By Former Owner of Texas
ING IN CENTENNIAL STATE. writing insurance on bills of lading.
Central Railroad.
FIRST CARGO ARRIVES
Waco,
Texas,
e
July 15. H. K.
15.
Eighty-onColorado Springs, July
UNITED STATES IS
AT NEW TEXAS PORT.
Conn., who recentof
Stanford,
years old and verging on starvaFILTHIEST NATION ON EARTH.
Aransas Pass, Texas, July 15. A ly sold his holdings in the Texas Cena
walkFrenchman,
tion, Julius Sense,
shipment of ice plant machinery, tral railroad has notified the present
ed into Colorado Springs from Denver
Charlottesville, Va., July 15. As aiweifrnlnK 250.000 Dounds. is the first management that he will give a
today. He had not tasted food in nation, the United States, is the filth- - carg0 to De anfied at Aransas Pass, year's
salary to all employes who
hours.
twenty-fou- r
lest great country in the world, ac- - the new southwest Texas port. It was (have been
in the service of the road
A farmer from Elbert noted the cording to Dr. C. Wi' Stiles, head of brought from New York on a
for twenty years. In addition every
for the lng barge. In view of the fact that conductor, agent, brakeman and porRockefeller commission
aged man's condition. Sense complained that he had tried for days to ob- study and prevention of the hook tne docka 0f the harbor are as yet not ter will receive a month's salary.
tain employment without success. He worm disease, in a speech on flies be- completed far enough to permit their
formerly lived in northern New Mex- fore the rural conference at the Uni-- : uge the carg0 had to be iightered. It Uncle Sam's Secretary of War in
ico and at one time was
versify of Virginia. He denounced the is expected, however, that enough
Japan.
The Associated Charities has taken failure of the American people to pre- - shipping facilities will be available in
Yokohama, July 15. J. M. Dickinwill
case
proand
vent the spread of disease through a ghort time t0 take care o tne cotton son, secretary of war of the United
cognizance of the
vide temporary employment for the the observance of the simplest precau- - crop originating near the port this States and
party arrived here today
man.
tions.
season.
on the steamer Siberia.
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HOST DISASTROUS

Him-

FOREST FIRES

Greeley, Colo., July 5. "It is hiah
time for the women in this country
to stop aping thn men and to come in- Raging on Montana Reserves
to their own," declared Dr. G. Stanley
and Now Almost Beyond
Hall before the Normal school . "The
Control
girls at Smith and Wellesley are quick
to ape every new athletic sport and
yell introduced at Harvard or some
other man's college but introduce a
size
domestic science course and they are
sure to steer clear of it.
"The only way to make industrial Lolo Bitter Root, Missoula and
schools appeal to girls is to make it
Stark Districts Are
entirely free of courses in domestic
Involved.
sciences. Girls will not learn domestic economy. They will not studv
I
children.
Missoula,
Since
Mom., July
"The way to get a domestic science last niht the forest fires in the Lolo,
course into girls' colleges is to place! Bitter Root and Missoula forests this
it on the curriculum under disguise. district have assumed immense proGive a course in washing clothes a portions, and the forestry officials beGreek name, and the lieve if rain does not. come soon this
girls will learn it. As soon as they country will experience one of the
find out that it is just plain, ordinary
most disastrous forest fires ever
washing, they will right away lose known.
The Quartz
conflagration
interest in it.
seems now beyond control and every
"I am still
enough to effort is being made to secure fire
believe that the best education for the
woman of today is the German's four
;
ciurin
h
'
Ks children, cooking, clothing and
church. But to. talk the four K's to
I x
! l it j u nrn
r - r l a ii i f l
uie gins ot today is the same as lui
FOR
STREET
DECORATIONS.
a
a
in
red
flaunting
bull's face.
rag
"Nor will girls take time to learn
trades," he declared. "Industrial edu- Centennial Independence Celebration
in September Will Be Made an
cation for them forms a most difficult
Event cf Color and Light.
problem."

fumes of

Ike

g

j

1 1

Mexico City, July 15 Finally deciding upon the definite plans for the
street and public buildings decora
Orders Have Been Issued in Kansas to tions for the national centennial
celebration in September
Quarantine Every Case Thorough
the committee appointed fcy Governor
and Effective Disinfection Must
INFANTILE PARALYSIS IS
SAID TO BE CONTAGIOUS.

ind;-pendenc- e

Guillermo de Landa y

Be Practiced.

of

Escandon,

the federal district, for this featu-.-jhas announced that the sum of
15.
A
said
Topeka, Kan., July
case,
to have many of the symptoms of inwill be spent on decorations.
The handsome public
fantile paralysis, was reported in Tobuildings
peka. If it proves to be the dread around "The Zocalo," a famous plaza
child disease it will mean six cases on which fronts the national palace,
reported in Kansas in the last week. will be most elaborately decorated in
The state board of health is send- colors and electric lights.
Avenida Cinco de Mayo, Avenida
ing out warnings to every county in
Kansas about the disease, Orders San Francisco, Avenida 16 de Septiem-brhave been issued quarantining every
and Avenida Juarez, all important
These additional in- and well known business thoroughpossible case.
structions were sent out yesterday:
fares in the heart of the business
of the capital, will receive the
"The findings of Dr. Flexer of the
Rockefeller institute, together with bulk of the decorative expenditure.
the clinical history of the epidemic, At certain street intersections huge
proves it to be a disease of a highly arch.es will be. erected. They will be
infectious character. Individual drink- brilliantly illuminated at night, and
ing and eating utensils should be decorated with flowers, colors and alused and the fly excluded from the legorical designs.
Along the streets
sick room to the greatest extent pos- roles that will bear other decorations
sible. Thorough and effective disin- will be erected, while festoons of
fection must be practiced after the lights and bunting will cross the
streets at frequent intervals.
termination of every case."
It is said that all of the great CathBENEVOLENT ASSIMILATION
olic churches in the city will be
OF KOREA BY JAPAN.
and internally decorated.
,

$35,-00- 0

e

sec-t;c- n

to YOUNG TRINIDAD ENGINEER
Radical Changes in Government
Be Introduced By New Masters
IS GAINING FAME.
of Hermit Kingdom.
Is a Cousin of Territorial Secretary
Tokio, July 15. Lieutenant GenerNathan Jaffa and a Recent Grad- al Viscount Terauchi left today for
uate of School of Mines.
Seoul to assume the duties of Japanese resident general of Korea. He
Trinidad, Colo., July 15. Arthur G.
stated that Japan will not use the Jaffa, the young government engineer
mailed fist in Korea or antagonize in the service of the geological surthe real interests of Korea or those vey, on whose recommendation large
Radical tracts of coal lands in the Dakotas
of the
foreign powers.
changes in the system of government were withdrawn from entry, is the
would, however, he thought, be nec-- . son of Mr. and Mrs. Sol H. Jaffa of
essary.
Trinidad. The young engineer graduated from the Colorado School of
WANT BOYS AND GIRLS REMines at Golden in 1907, after which
STRAINED BY CURFEW. he was engaged in practical mining
for a time. Later he opened offices
San Antonio, Texas, July 15. Tak- in Trinidad and was constructing ening the stand that in this city there gineer in charge of the extension of
are many boys and girls who lack the interurban lines of the Colorado
proper paternal control, a committee Railway Light and Power Company to
composed of pastors and laymen of Cokedale, eight miles west of here.
The Jaffa family is one of the oldest
local churches will agitate for a curfew law. The same body will use its and best known in the southwest. Arinfluence with the state legislature in thur G. Jaffa is a cousin of Nathan Jafbehalf of the establishment of juve-nill- e fa, secretary of the Territory of New
detention homes in the big cities Mexico, and members of the family
state. The movement is indi- are prominent in political and busithe
of
ness affairs of Trinidad, Albuquerque
rectly the result of a recent automoand Roswell.
woone
which
bile accident in
young
man was killed and two other women
THEATER PARTY IN A
and three young men were injured.
TROLLEY CAR CRASH.
TWICE THE ASSESSED
VALUATION OF NEW MEXICO.

That there
increase in taxable
values of Dallas county this year over
last was made known here this morning, when Assessor Bolton made public the figures, showing the total this
year amounting to nearly $109,000,000.
The increase in four years has been
more than $68,000,000.
Dallas, Texas, July 15.

is over $6,000,000

OFFICER OF NAVY CASHIERED
FOR EMBEZZLEMENT.

e
Gay New Yorkers Injured
in a Collision at Manhattan Approach of Bridge.

Twenty-fiv-

York, July 15. Twenty-fiv- e
persons were injured, though none
fatally, early today, when a crowded
car from the North Beach with a theatrical party aboard crashed into the
rear of the Flushing car on Manhattan approach of the Queensborough
bridge. The passengers were thrown
to the floor in a heap, and the car was
badly shattered.
New

AEROPLANE

FEVER DEMANDS

Assistant
Washington, July 15.
EIGHTH VICTIM THIS MONTH.
Paymaster L. D. Haughey, of Indiana, attached to the Castine of the Automobiles Have Caused Many More
Atlantic torpedo fleet, was today disDeaths But Decease of Daniel
missed from the navy on a charge of
Kinette is Regrettable.
embezzlement.

Gand,

well-to-d-

16

f

Died at
Achenbach,

Insane

Asylum

Daniel

a patient at the territorial

insane asylum at Las Vegas, from
Dona Ana county, died yesterday. He
was aged 40 years.

Belgium,

July

15.

Daniel

Kinette, the Belgian aeronaut, who
fell when the rudder of nis aeroplane
broke last Sunday, died today from
his injuries. Kinette held the world's
record for an aeroplane
flight with a
'
V,
passenger.
;.-

-
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THE DAILY

Wheat

Old

UP.

Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
EES

GIVE CASH REGISTE R TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL

WITH

inter Grocery Co.
F.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Canta

No. 40

Telephone

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

I

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware.

rated

China,

Deco-

Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony

I

Goods.
MWWFACTURER

S. SpitZ

illiiniimif irmwwrM

tr

jl
MINOR

Denver, Colo., July If,.

A.

Raton.
Created New Precinct The board
of county commissioners of Torrance
county has created the precinct of
No. 17, and appointed Will V.
Wells, justice of the peace, and
George A. Grosser, constable.
Charged With Interfering With Jail
has
Romero
Prisoners Esquipuio
been arrested at Albuquerque on the
charge of interfering with jail prisoners working on the road.
at Carlsbad
Give Up Convent
''Five of the Catholic Sisters who have
been connected with the convent at
Carlsbad passed through enroute to
Wichita,
Kansas, Saturday. They
said they were moving permanently
and reported that the convent at
Carlsbad will be closed." Roswell

EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF WORK UN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs

s

kinds

Roswell Will Ship 3,000,000 Pounds
of Wool "Ralph Vanderwart, a noted
Boston wool buyer, is in the city sizing up the local situation and finds
2,300,000 pounds in storage with the
r
Co., and the Wool and
Hide people. This he thinks will
reach 3,000,000 pounds when the clip
is all in." Roswell Register Tribune.
Cementina Ditch System "J. W.
Lewis, of Carlsbad, a private civil
engineer of standing, is in the city
conferring with W. P. Lewis and W.
C. Reid in relation to the concreting
of the Penasco dam at Hope and over
four miles, of ditches emerging from
it. The plan of improvement is a
most important one and will add
greatly to the value of all the lands
under the system." Roswell Register
Tribune.
Suit to Foreclose Mortgage on Bottling Works Adolf Harsch yesterday
in the district court at Albuquerque
filed suit for foreclosure of a mort- gage involving $2,089 against the A1-- !
varado Bottling Works. The Alvara-!o- f
do Bottling Company some time ago,
purchased the bottling works operated
the
by Mr. Harsch and consolidated
two businesses.
The suit is the
in
it is asserted, on
full on the former transaction.
Druggists to Organize B. Ruppe,
secretary of the American Pharmaceutical Association, has sent out circular letters to the druggists of New
Mexico suggesting that tney meet in,
the territorial
Albuquerque during
fair this year and effect a state or-- !
The letter suggests I hat
ganization.
as Statehood IS, now assured,
the
druggists have need of such an organi-- i
zation and that it should be organized
not later than this fall Mr uuppe ex-- !
pects that his plan will meet with the
suppoit of nrugrsts in all Motions of

PHONE
BLAOK

SANTA FE, N, M,

1

1Q

C

tOO

CANON
ROAD

MULLIGAN & RISING
ft

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

ft

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
PICTURE FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

j

SATISFACTORILY

i

j

0

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

DAUHT 130

;

j

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

j

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
AH
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Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they'
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not
a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians in this
country for years and is a regular pre- Bf.rit.tinn

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOOSE IN SANTA FE.
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MEXICAN

HATS

'.ALL

PRICES

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

Tr

la .nrrmnoorl of ttm

W,

tonics knowns, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props,

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

Toledo,

Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills ton

TABLE WAT ERS
By the bottle or case
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Nineteen Cases of Scarlet Fever
There are only nineteen cases of scarlet fever in Albuquerque at present,
says the Tribune Citizen.
Marriage License Issued A marriage license has been issued at Estan-cia- ,
to David Sanchez and Dulcina
Montoya of Chilili.
To See George Washington's False
Teeth Dr. A. J. Casner went to Las
Vegas today to attend the territorial
association of dentists. On Saturday
the 16th he will read a paper before
the association on "Articulation of
Artificial
Dentures." Tuesday the
lilth the entire body of the territorial
association will go to Denver to attend
(he National Association of Dentists.
They will have the opportunity to see
the false teeth worn by George
Washington which will be taken there!
from Cleveland, Ohio, and exhibited!
as a comparison between dental work
of over a century ago and that of today.
Maximum The
Eighty-On- e
Was
mercury climbed from 59 degrees at
5 o'clock yesterday morning to
81,
which was the maximum reached at
4:50 p. m. The mean temperature was
70 degrees and the relative humidity
which was Go per cent at 6 a. m. was
only 26 per cent at 6 p. in., giving an
average for the day of 46 per cent.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 65 degrees. The day was
partly cloudy with showers and thun
derstorms in the vicinity. A year ago
today the maximum was 83 and the
minimum 62 and there were showers
in all directions during the day and
night.
Auto Regulation at Las Vegas The
city council of East Las Vegas has
passed an auto regulation ordinance
which makes the maximum speed to
be permitted in the business district
ten miles and in the suburbs fifteen
miles an hour. No person under six
teen years of age will be permitted toj
drive an auto, and an annual license;
Each car must car-- j
$5 is imposed.
ry three lights, to be lighted 45
minutes after sundown. The fine for
violating the ordinance is to be from
to $50 for each offense. Any per-sulson who, while intoxicated, drives an
auto will forfeit his license. The ordinance also covers motor cycles.

Bargains in every department
FOR HALF A, CENTURY

PHONE

36

THE LEADING
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DFY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

FIRST QUALITY TOOL5

j

j

of all

Skirts and

CITY TOPICS

forecast is generally fair
night and Saturday with
tionary temperature.

.Taffa-Prage-

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

Quits

i

Register Tribune.

JEWELER

tear

&sf

i

Jar-amill-

8

3a I

wasl

Better
than ever.

Price died suddenly of pneumonia at
the home of Mrs. A. S. Stevens at.

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Incorporated 1903

C0B8ETS

eternity.
Died Suddenly of Pneumonia

15, 1910.

ELIGMAN BROS CO.

FOR LOVE'S SAKE.
(By Elizabeth Barrett Browning.)
If thou must love me, let it be for
naught
Exo pt for love's sake only. Do not
say:
I love her for her smile, her look, her
way
Of speaking gently, for a trick of
thought.
That falls in well with mine, and
certes brought.
A sense of pleasant ease on such a
day
For these things in themselves, beloved, may
Pe changed, of change for thee and
love so wrought.
May be unwrought so. Neither love
me for
Thine own dear pity's wiping my
cheek dry,
Since one might well forget to weep
who bore
Thy comfort long and lose thy love
thereby.
But love me for love's sake that evermore
Thou mayst love on through love's

Pansy

CAUL AJiD

Established 1856.

LOVE

Imperial
Jersev Cream
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STOCK

It does not pay to buy poor teols. They not only "go wrong," but aggravate the man who uses them.
ftfH
Tou will lose your temper It you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

Zll

WHOLESALE

I

SlZ'AlT AXilR

or appropriated, will by authority of the
Interior be restored to the
Secretary of the on
AuKUst 15. 1910, and be- publlc (iolnnl
come subject to settlement on and after that
not
to
but
date,
entry, filinfror selection un- tUol) and nftel. Sfipteinl)el.14 1910, under the
usual restrictions, at the United States Land
umce at amaie, new Mexico; in j i
R. 9. that part of Sees. 1, 12. 13 and 24 East
of Grant, and that part of the N. E. Vi Sec. 25
Sees. 5 to 8, inclusive, Sees. 17,18, and that
19,
part or 19, 204 and 30 North of (irant6 ; In T.
R. 10. Sees. 5, and that part of and 7 not
8
of
In Grant Sees, and9; that part
the West
half of T.20, K. 110 not. In Grants: the West
half of T. 21. R. 10; in T. 22. R. 10, t hat part of
Sees. 31.32 and 33 South of Grant; all North
and East, New Mexico Principal Meridian.
Warning is hereby expressly given that no
person will be permitted to Kain orexercise
any right whatever under any settlement
after April 20. 1910, and
oroccupation begun 1910,
to August 15,
and all such settleprior
ment or occupation is hereby forbidden. S.
v Proliant. Assistant commissioner of the
General and Office. Approved May 27. 1910:
FRAN K PI K ROE, First Assistant Secretary
of the Interior.
OF THE INTERIOR,
DEPARTMENT
Ofllce of Indian Affairs. Washington, I), O,
n
for
Sealed proposals
letting grazing
the Mescalero Indian Reservation
New Mexico, under the permit system,
will be received at the Ottlce of the
of Indian Affairs. Washington,
I). O,, until 2 o'clock p. m, Monday August
291910, and will be Immediately thereafter
as
opened In the presence of such bidders
the
may attend, Mapsshowing location of
and all necessary Inforgrazing districts
mation may be obtained on application to
the superintendent of tne Mescalero Indian
School, Mescalero, New Mexico. R. G,
VALENTINE, Commissioner.

S9owareCo!S

If it's Hardware

(Continued on Page Eight)
Notice of Restoration of Public Land to
Settlement and entry. Depai tment of the
p. o May si. 1910. Notice is hereby Riven
that the public lands in t he following des- areas which were cxciuueu ironi me
crjoeu
Pecos National Forest. New Mexico, by pro- -

SEE
OUR

AISD

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

have.

We

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Krs.K
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

As

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

M
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WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Service

JEWELRY

Riht fioods

Eyes Tested, and
Fitted by Up

Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

1 345 San Francisco St.
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lanitou Water and Imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice.

Zook'a Ptwmacy

if

FRIDAY, JULY
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IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.

POLITICAL

Hard to do housework with an aching back.
Brings you hours of misery at leisure or at work.
If women only knev.- the cause that
Backache pains come from sick
kidneys.
'Twould save much needless woe.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid-

190S, which

-

Remember

50

Sen-cent-

Co.,

the name

Doan's

Friends of the Hon. T. B. Catron in
this eity are indjgnam over the
ruent printed in an Arizona paper, the
Tucson Citizen, that Mr. Catron as
well as Mr. Andrews had announced
their candidacies for the TJ. S.
ate "or authorized their friends to
make announcement for them," and
thereby hazard the success of New
Mexico in seeking statehood,
It is known that Mr. Catron is far
from having arrived at the point to
declare that he will not be a candi
date for the U. S. Senate when the
time for making the run arrives, but
it is stoutly maintained by Mr.
ron's friends that neither has he
dared himself a candidate nor has he
authorized any one to do so. When
e
shown the editorial in the Tucson
izen this morning, Mr. Catron said:
"Why is Arizona bothering with New
state-stateme-

Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

States.

New Mexico Military Institute

Hll3liTf

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point of th Southwttf
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water instantly. 25 baths in 25 cent can.

IT'S WORTH
IMPORTING

BATCHELLER

will make a convention

J. S. Kirby announces himself as a
candidate for the Democratic nomination in Chaves county of delegate to
He
the constitutional convention.
prints the announcement in the Republican Roswell Register Tribune
and opens it with the assertion that
he is the first man witlh nerve enough
to announce his candidacy and then
likens himself to "the great Senator
David B. Hill." He claims to have
lived in Roswell eight years and
pledges himself to work for a railroad
commission clause in the constitution
but promises to abide in all other mat- ters of importance by the decisions of
the Democratic organization,

.

Price

HEALTHY

EP

When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BATHAbWt.Ll m the tub when

i

Santa Fe people endorse this:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. II., says: "rhere is no
praise too strong for me "to gi a Doan's
Kidney Pills. The splendid results
I obtained from their use several
years ago have been lasting and for
that reason, my confidence in them
has been increased. I suffered from
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
back and I was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
had no ambition and was in very poor
health when I procured Doan's Kid
ney Pills at Stripling, Burrows &
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
long to cure me and from that day to
this I have been free rrom kidney complaint. I willingly confirm the public!
I gave in January, 1907,
telling of my experience with Doan's
n
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TRIAL
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YORK

It1
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

''

of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecus Valley the garden
spot of the West ai i e'evatlon of V700
feet above sea level, 3'iushlce every day. but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from atatdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
el and modern tp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Qamlito.i, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and Wk

of about a hundred delegates.

neys.

Foster-Milbur-

COOL-KE-

mm

PASTURES

The Democratic primaries in. Grant
county will be held on Saturday of
next week and the county convention
on July 30 at Silver City. The basis
of representation is one delegate for
every fifteen Democratic votes cast in

-

Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers.

KEEP

IN NEW MEXICO'S

M.

and

take no other.
!

s.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Cat-weAutomobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-- 1
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto--; Mexico politics, I'd like to know?" Mr.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Catron declined to talk for publica

ll

de-we- ll

1

Cit-far-

j

tion, but it was evident from his manner that he felt he had not been mentioned any more frequently or publicly
for the U. S. Senate than have many
.
other prominent residents of
A friend of Mr. Catron said,
in commenting on the eligibles to the
U. S. Senate in the two territories:
"It is patent to every keen politician
or person familiar with the affairs of
the territories that the Republican
party has more men in New Mexico
than in Arizona who are suited to
wearing the toga."

The Arizona Republican casts

following sidelight on Deiuocratcy and
Democratic trend of thought in Arizona:
"It is settled that there will be no
between the Republican
and Democratic organizations in the
election of delegates to the constitutional convention.
It is settled, because the Democratic politicians will
not consent to anything but a partisan fight. The Democratic politicians
having taken a position contrary to
the wishes of a large proportion of
the Democratic rank and file, there
has been manifested a considerable
curiosity to know whence comes the
order for partisan battle. W(ho is
the mysterious boss who has decreed
that the Democrats must not consent
to any arrangement with the Republicans for
representation
in the convention? is a question that
has been frequently asked of late.
"The Republican takes pleasure in
answering this question and satisfying a popular curiosity.
"The boss who must be obeyed is

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

& CO.

S

the

the

Hon.

coun

V.

Mike

or some years

Burns of Yavapai
the

Hon.

and

am; ;i.!e Mike has stood in the rela-thtimi to
Democratic organization
ill Arizona that tine decoy steer in a

e

"Mi

h

packing house bears to the packing
As our readers
house management.
know, one of the most efficient units
in the slaughtering department of a
is the
well regulated packing house
every
decoy steer the animal that
day leads the new herd of victims
into the chute of the slaughter pen.
The unsophisticated cattle having
been started traveling in the
prescribed direction, the decoy steer retires through a door of the chute
and trots away, to repeat the program over and over. The Hon. Mike,
wearing the Democratic label, is supposed to have control of the 'labor
vole' of Arizona. Just why the laone
bor vote' should be considered
of the Hon. Mike's assets has never
been made clear, but the belief is
firmly held by the Democratic organization. The 'labor vote' being
mostly socialistic in sentiment, the
theory prevails in the Democratic
camp that the miners and other organized workers can be diverted from
the socialist herd by using the Hon.
Mike as a decoy to lead the labor
unions into the Democratic chute."

L:'.

A
a

t.

Flnlay
For particulars

aci Illustrated catalogue

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent,

n
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A 01.
Santa

PARIS GREEN MUST BE
HANDLED WITH CARE.
Greeley, Colo., July 13. Poisoned
by paris green while spraying it. on
his ranch to exterminate grasshoppers
George Holmes, a young rancher living west of this city, was taken to
Denver for treatment. The poison
worked into the young man's blood
through careless handling, and blood
poisoning in its worst form developed. Holmes was taken ill three days
ago.
Several similar cases of poisoning
have occurred in Weld county in the
last few weeks, and dealers are sending out warnings to handle the paris
green with extreme care.

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Fe, N. M.

Catron

Block- -

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, S00.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCH KS,
LAKWK

AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
invited to correspond with us
;

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCH KS
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

ESS3

870

19101
And

Clearance Sale

Mid-Summ- er

effinnins: Monday July 11th, Extra Especial Values
ggl
GINGHAM
12 Yards Amoskeag Gingham for
Only 12 yards to a customer.

1.00

lN

g

m

222

Remnants of Laces and Ribbons from

LAWNS

5c to 1.50

Just the things for this weather at your own price.

Values extraordinary

SILKS
Remnants of Silks and Foulard Dress Patterns at Cost
and Below.

MILLS
Formerly 75c now the yard

25c

EMBROIDERIES

MERCERIZED GINGHAMS
Cost 50c a yd., at this sale, while they last

to 75c the ard. all over
Formerly 5c to 1.50; now 2
3.50
to 5.00 now a yard
embroideries, formerly

25c

2 00 to 3.50

l--

2c

Remnants of Ginghams, odds and ends, BELOW COST

WHITE WAISTINGS
LONSDALE

CAMBRIC

10 yards 1.00; formerly 15c the yard.

LADIES WHITE WAISTS

Only 10 yards to a Waists that sold formerly 1.50 to 4.00 at half price & less.

Formerly 35c to 1.00 now the yard

10c to 35c

customer.

LADIES' TUB SUITS AND WHITE WAIST

Suits formerly 12.00 now 6.00
6.00 now 3.00

LADIES DRESSING SACKS
Formerly 75c to 2.50, your choice while they last

50c each

TOWELS
Formerly 20c now 10c. Gauze vests formerly 10c now 5c
Calicos 5c the yard.
Hosiery formerly 20c now 15c.

TfULIUS H GJSRDES
THE QM Reliable as h Store
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PROPHET IN TUCSON.
Hon. James T. Williams, Jr., editor
of tiit Tucson Citizen, formerly U. S.
prospeccivil service commissioner,
Rooseof
tive
velt and protege of President Taft,
takes a loan editorial fall out with certain New .Mexico Republicans because
they are urging their claims to the
1. S. senatorships instead of
ing their personal ambitions to
the need of the present, hour, the making of a suitable constitution. At the
time, be praises other Republican leaders who take the stand that
a good constitution and its adoption
should precede a campaign for senatorships and state offices. Of these he
says: "It would not be surprising to
find the people of New Mexico in-dined to give more favorable atten- tion to those gentlemen who, like
Governor Mills, National Committee- man Luna, State Chairman Btirsum
and
Curry, when their
names are mentioned for various elec- five offices have the decency to bide
their time and not complicate the situ-

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
25
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
Weekly, six months
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
.Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

Notice for

A

FE NEW MEXICAN

,

.

2.00
1.00

Department
U. S.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is tie oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
cfrculatfo i
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.

Land

VENALITY AND CULTURE.
It is a prevailing fallacy that the
more educated and cultured a comd
munity, the more patriotic, public-spiriteBut
from
venality.
and free
that fallacy can be (Usproven any day.
It is not in the backwoods of New
Mexico, among the native people without schooling, that one finds political
corruption, tax dodsing or indifference to political affairs. Bui if telegraphic reports are correct, venality
flourished right in the heart of the
Educational Association meeting in
cultured Boston, judging by the following from the Washington Herald:
"Undoubtedly it was largely a personal triumph, and a notable one, for
Mrs. Ella Flagg Young when she was

elected president of the National Educational Association. Her fitness for
the place is beyond dispute. Her reputation as an educator of exceptional
ability and force was demonstrated
and established long before she was
made superintendent of the schools of
Chicago, an office in which she has
displayed marked executive capacity.
"'It is therefore the more distressing
that it should be alleged that large
sums of money were used to secure
the election of Mrs. Young. The
charge cannot be wholly ignored, because it is made by the superintendent of the schools of Reading, Pa., who
alleges that the money was used by
the publishers of school books, who
spent as much as $5,000 to promote
the election of Mrs. Ella Flagg Young.
It is declared that the money was
spent in paying the expenses, of delegates from various sections, and that
the convention was at the last stampeded for her by the same methods
used in political conventions.
"The general public, which hailed
the election of Mrs. Flagg as an assurance that the affairs of the National
Education Association were in good
and able hands, will be slow to believe
that she herself knew anything of the
doubtful methods by which her selection was secured. No one alleges that
she knew of these methods; no one believes that if she had known of them
she would have consented to take advantage of them. But any one who
knows anything about public matters
does know that the school book publishers have frequently taken a more
active part in the conduct of school
matters than their connection, as
mere outsiders warrants or justifies.
"We can hardly believe that the allegations of Prof. Charles Foos, of
Reading, Pa., can be passed over in
silence. There must be, there should
be, a rigid investigation, both for the
sake of the public, interest and for the
sake of Mrs. Ella Flagg Young. Doubtless there can be found no remedy for
what is already done unless Mrs.
Young herself can find one but if it
should prove true that the school book
publishers have been so perniciously
active in injecting political methods
into educational matters there can be,
at least, due precautions taken to prevent a repetition of what might very
well develop into a public scandal."

PEOPLE CANNOT EE LEGISLATED

"CW'JL

A

Bf

I

at Santa Fe,

I

PALEM,

15, 1910.

J. B. EEAD, Cashier.

President,

FEAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.

N. M.

OF SAfJTA FE.
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
j
j

NOTICE.
All persons are herewith forbidden
INSURANCE
OF
REGULATION
to enter upon the lands of the Santa
FRATERNITIES.
Fe Water and Light Company for the
j
Fraternal insurance societies have
purpose of fishing in the large reser
voir of said company, this notice he'
done a wonderful amount of good.
The benefits they have conferred are
ing
given under Section 4, Chapter 83,
ation at present by injecting into it of the
Session Laws of 1909, which
immeasurable; in millions of cases their candidacies
office. The peofor
that "'it shall be unlawful for
provides
they provide the only insurance that
owe a
to enter upon said perm- is held by men of families, insurance ple of New Mexico, by the way,
any
person
that ' alone will stand between the debt of appreciation to the way in ises or enclosure for the purpose of
and which Governor Mills came to the hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure
insured
the
of
family
destitution in case death strikes front at a critical moment in the state- any birds, animals or fish within such
down the bread nrovider. For that hood fight at Washington and assured enclosure or pasture at any time withreason, the safeguards thrown around the Senate leaders that the Beveridge out the permission of such owner or lesthese fraternal insurance companies bill would be acceptable to the people see, and any person violating the proby legislation should be very strict, of New Mexico. Governor Mills left visions of this section shall be deemed
Only yesterday, the dispatches told of Washington with the appreciation and guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
thirteen indictments at Rock Island, congratulations of the administration conviction thereof shall be punished
Illinois, against officers of fraternal and the real friends of statehood in by a fine of not less than $50 nor
insurance companies who are accused both houses. The governor can be more than $100 or by imprisonment
It, must sure that he has also the thanks of for not less than
of fraud and embezzlement.
thirty days or more
also be remembered that while more Arizona for the way in which he
than sixty days, or by both such fine
$800,000,000 of insurance are car-- j operated with Governor Sloan in urg-rie- and imprisonment in the discretion of
in fraternal companies, the re-- ; ing the adoption of the Beveridge the court
serve fund of most of the societies is bill."
FRANK OWEN,
pitiably small and in some instances
Manager Santa Fe Water and Light
consists only of the willingness of the, president Taft in a recent letter to! Company.
surviving members to pay their as- - Territorial Secretary Jaffa says: "Now
Santa Fe, N. M - June 20. J810.
sessments in the future. It is an axiom ,.,,- i Pxrpss the h.Vne that the at- tnat insurance companies can not pay tenUon of the people of New Mexico
out more tOian they take in and if one;aml Arizona will he concentrated up-- !
man receives a thousand dollars in- - on the duty and the opportunity
n
'
;
ukut wmpn 1S oetore tnem of adopting rea-- i
aiiiam.c culci inw6 ui umj
man
not
must pay
another
only the SOnable
constitutional provisions."!
thousand dollars he expects to receive, The President does not demand, does
some day but also the $950 which the not even advise, but merelv expresses
other fellow received in excess of the hope that the people of the two! Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
what was paid in. Too many frater- commonwealths will be reasonable, Returns
Thursday and Friday,
nal insurance promoters fail to make will not give
to dema'l
heed
o t. n ' Z
v
AftWn
TlarW uuf
this clear in their arguments and in- gogties, hut fin what, exnerience
duce many people to join in the belief has proven to be best for a common-- ! Mrs. P O. BROWN Asrent
that they will receive ten times as wealth. Certainly, New Mexico has
Phone No. 23 Red
much as they pay in, a promise that no more unselfish friend than the
is a palpable absurdity. For tfliis rea- President who has nothing but the!
son, fraternal insurance societies welfare of the commonwealth
at
should be compelled to charge ade- heart. Still, tine
the prosper-greater
quate rates for insurance, should be ity, the more apparent the patriotism j
SHOP
compelled to accumulate a reserve and wisdom of the new common-- :
fund out of which to pay benefits and wealths, the
the
for
greater glory
which will be a guaranty to every Taft administration for
For
having admit-- j
year; the only
moat
holder
critical
that,
the
policy
ted them to statehood.
first
class
tonsorial parlor
ment his insurance will be paid. Othin
Fe.
Santa
erwise, the young men and women
Postmaster General Frank Hitchnow members of such fraternities, cock has
OUR NEW FITCH
gone to Europe on a month's
when they reach an advanced age
TREATMENT
so the telegraph announces.
vacation,
will find that they have helped to
the postmaster general gets in is
But
guaranteed to cure, (not only
pay insurance for others, but have not more work
a vacation than
during
Dandruff, falling hair &
own.
relieve,
for
their
provided
most men when at their busiest. In other
irritations. We also
scalp
Europe, he will study the latest for- carry a
DEMOCRATIC PATRIOTISM.
line of all the
complete
The determination of some Demo- eign innovations in the postal service, popular hair and facial tonics.
crats to defeat any constitution, no he will look into the postal savings
HERPICIOE, DE LUXE QUININE & f ITCH
matter how sound and fair, that may bank machinery of Great Britain and
will
he
other
bring
countries, and
BATHS BATHS BATHS
be adopted by the constitutional convention, is apparent from the follow- back to the Uniled States with him
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
of the Democratic Ros-we- a million dollars worth of ideas of
ing flare-uthe
be
will
Sam
Uncle
which
hone
given
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
Daily Record:
'
"This thing of being patriotic is all sole benefit. That is the kind of pubaundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
nd deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
right, when the Democrats are not lic servant that Postmaster General
All work is guaranteed; your
asked to make all the sacrifices, and Hitchcock is.
socks are mended and buttons
it is certainly not a patriotic act in
sewed
on you shirts, without
Today there are more than $669,000
any citizen of New Mexico to do anyextra charge.
in
in
or
the
to
territorial
aid
New
Mexico
the
treasury
legal
gang
thing
122.
PHONE RED 122.
to deliver this fair territory gagged depositories to the credit of the ter- FHONE RED
and bound to the corporate interests ritory. With New Mexico securities
of the east, as represented by Hitch- selling way above par. with bills paid
cock and his gang, working through promptly, with a million dollars in
the present territorial administration. county treasuries and almost three-quartin the
millions
territorial
True patriotism is the prompt defeat
can give
of such a constitution as will turn treasury, the Republicans
New Mexico over to the corporations." very good account of their financial
The Record dtemandp; in other management of the territory during
words that the constitutional conven- the past thirteen years and can justly
tion be turned over to the Democrats ask that' the people retain them in
power as long as their stewardship
or, to use its own words:
"Or have their constitution torn to is as honest and successful as it has
been in the past.
pieces at the polls by a defeat."
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general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and seiis bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and fweisrn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock .and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aimss to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- ej
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
public is respecfutiy solicited.
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HOTEL

co-tha- n
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WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

j

Cuisirje and
Table Service
Unex celled

i

-

IPEfflAL LAUNDRY

..n.-.-v-

.

.

j

the Best Hotels

One of

j

the West

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

For Best Laundry Work

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

ew

i

j

HOTEL

KERR'S

1

J. E. LACOME

PLAZA BARBER

Proprietor

j

i9

i

p

Commodious

Steam Heated: Electric

PttESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.

jpg

yn

uujjvi tvuuj tv vui uuu juu mil
wait.

Serving

iiVl IIUIC IV

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES Jl.00

A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the Olty in connection with Hotel. FirBt class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service, "

BERRIES FOR
PRESERVING

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

IB

Leave your order with
us this week.

The longerf you wait, the
more chance you take,

that

MYAJO,

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

Daily.

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.

Strawberries,
Raspberries,

Loganberries
and Blackberries.
Fresh Vegetables

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
NATURAL WOOL
75c " '
WAR CLUBS
25c '

TOMTOMS

S, KAUNE
& COMPANY

PHONE 26

and BALLETA

NKET

Trans-Mississip-

E

CHIMAYO

you will pay more

money, as prices will
soon advance.

'

can 2et a hot
y0U drop in at 5 'cIocx
qnnripr rpflriv tn pat and vin will nnt hiva n

Maw

GROCERS

-

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

& Co.

Do You Want a Crate?

,

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

I

!

Sample Roam

Long Distance Telephone Station.

ll

HEAVEN.
Suppose the Democrats succeed in
It may be well for Santa Fe city ( Clayton will ship 1,500,000 pounds
crowding into the constitution yards and Santa Fe county to remember of woo! this season; Roswell 3, 000,0(10
and yards of socialistic legislation? that the Territory has spent more for pounds; Tucumcari 4,000,000 pounds ;
Suppose this legislation passes theI good roads the past seven years with- Las Vegas and Albuquerque even
scrutiny of Congress and the Presi-- in the confines of this county than in more and points like Corona, Lincoln
dent and finally becomes the funda- all the other counties taken
together. county, will make shipments running
mental law of the new state. Supis
time
itself into high figures. Why is Santa Fe
It
that
Fe
Santa.
county
pose it really is as good as the Demo- were
roads.
for
It not a big wool shipping point? It has
its
doing something
crats assert it is in the most extravais no secret that the completion of the three railroads, it has a more extengant terms. Will it mean less taxes?
sive sheep range tributary to it than
Will it mean more prosperity for the!Senic Highway to the Pecos would any of the places mentioned and
yet
masses? Will ancient wrongs vanish be the most powerful argument that it is lagging behind in this as in so
of
could
be
erection
presented for the
as the mist before the sun? Will not
many other matters. Would the erecthe plausible grafter stand just as a large Harvey house at Santa Fe by tion of a modern scouring plant remeFe
system. The Territory
much chance of being put into office the Santa
dy matters? Or are the railroads to
as at present? Will he not graft just has built twenty miles of this road blame?
to
finish the remaining
as much? Will not politicians have and expects
their way despite initiative, referen- six miles, but Santa Fe county should
It is more and more apparent that
dum and recall? Will these things show enough interest to keep clear, the east will
try to capture the
cause the good citizen to drop his in- and wherever possible, to improve
western
congresses, known as
not
that part of the road already available the
difference toward politics? Will
Conservation, the Irrigation, the
to
and
for
traffic
the
short
be
affairs
along
just
doddering
complete
public
and the
the same old way? Must not human link in Santa Fe canon to tie the road Mining, the
nature be improved and changed be- from the city to the wonderfully beau- Dry Farming Congresses, and it be- -'
fore there can be any real change for tiful and scenic switchbacks over the hooves New Mexico to send strong
men to help the west in its fight for
the better in government? It is the Dalton Divide.
strict adherence to the law and to
motive power not the machinery that
is to blame for the failure of righteousThe Democrats profess to believe in support such western leaders as Secness in politics. The fundamental a direct primary in the abstract but retary of the interior R. A. Ballinger,
principles laid down in the' United in practice they still follow the old who ig to be discredited, if the underStates constitution are good enough gods. The Democrats of Roosevelt hand plans now being considered by
even for this day, and tihe (rogues that county, for instance, voted down a enemies of the west succeed.
get the better of them will get the proposition to nominate the delegates
better of any newfangled, untried so- to the constitutional convention in a Arizona prides itself on it.3 great
cialistic legislation that has no busi- direct primary and tlhe Democrats of mineral output and yet, the product
ness in a state constitution.
Grant county have called an old fash of New Mexico's farms this year exioned delegate convention in which ceed all the mineral wealth produced
Not every case of affinity in married one cat of every fifteen Democrats in in the neighboring commonwealth.
life causes such brutal murder as the thexunty will be given a seat. Like Arizona too will see the day when
Crippen killing in England, but there Grover Cleveland, the Democrats draw the product of its irrigated farms will
never yet was a case that led to ulti- the lines very sharply between the far exceed the wealth of its copper
mines.
ories and conditions.mate happiness.
INTO

Office

I

L, A, HUGHES,

of the Interior,

1

(UNION'

R.

June 22, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Alires of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
21, l'JU5, made homestead eutry( seSW
rial 06S88), No. 8416, for E
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Section 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San
chez. Juan Sanchez
and Francisco
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.

sub-ordin-

50

Publication.

(068S8, Not Coal.)

son-in-la-

$3.50

FRIDAY, JULY

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

30c
'

CANDELARIO

I5c
65rj

'

Ms

"
"

per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.

FRIDAY, JULY

1

1
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PERSONAL MENTION.

L. F. Schnabel of Albuquerque, is at
Gregg's hotel.
C. E. Johnson, of Silver City, is here
ou irrigation matters.
R. M. Reese, a business man of
Ohio, is at the Claire.
T. C. Hefler, a traveling man from
Memphis, Tennessee, is at the Palace.
Miss Lianda E. Beach, of Mount
Iron, Minn., is a sightseer in the city,
U. S. Reclamation Engineer W. M.
j
Reed of El Paso, is here on official

$

I

!1

Use the
BRISTOL
Tor

1

:
i

60IN' FISHIN'MR. SPORTfilAN?

ABE YOU

business.
Engineer E. E. Meier in charge w
the Arroyo Hondo project, is at the
Palace iiotel.
L. C. Van Hecke left this forenoon
for Farmington, San Juan county, on
a business trip.
H. A. Comer, of the New Mexico
Central, was a business visitor in Es-- !
taneia on Wednesday,
Inspector E. E. Van Horn, of the cat-- :
tie sanitary board, was in Estancia,
Torrance county, on Wednesday.
l
Captain Fred Fornoff of the
mounted police, has returned
' from an official
trip to Albuquerque.

need some
tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
i:0:i3nnr'
that you need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

iruui

v.
(WW?

,x..:fi,4g.',.--

j

5

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

j

j

inwvsion OFsoiaNa
REfor-

1
j

,

.

No business is a profitable business from which a man may not draw
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
out some money and bank It.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

j

TRUST CO.

&

i

'

BUSINESS PROPERTY,

rloioil

O

is

our attractive lixt before buying.

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Santa Fe, New Mexico

5"

5

119 San Francisco

For full particulars call on or
address the above company

St.

Phone. Red So. 189

SPECIAL SALE FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY

1

ON MAHOGANY & OAK PRINCESS DRESSERS
WE CARRY OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
THE BEST SLEEPING TONIC MADE
'5

V

Gents Wardrobes and a full line of Housefurnishing
The

fagner Furniture

and Undertaking

:

Establishment
;
i

Ornamental Doors.

T'MM

mm
4t"

H

1 will

'312

MM
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
are made to perfection from our On us for information if you are in
Lumber) because the wood is doubt as to the value of some toilet
cream, talcum or
perfect in every particular. aDd soap, complexion
free from every imperfection of tooth powder or any other toilet ackaots, cracks and warpings cessory. We'll give it gladly and

STR1PL1NG-BORB0W- S

Where your dollar buys the most.

The Wagner Undertaking Establishment.
EXPERT EMBALMERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Satisfaction Guaranteed
on all Work.

Everything New
and
Up-To-Da- te.

fe

Prices Right.

& CLWC
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i.Notice our
Windows

Everything in Hardware.
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that his chances for recovery are but
slight.
DEPORTED TO THEIR MEXICAN HOME.

THREE HINDOOS ARE

San Antonio, Texas, July 15. After
having been held at the detention
camp at Laredo for nearly a week
John and Rath Mohammed and
Noor, three British Hindoos,
were deported to Mexico from whence
they had entered this country. The
three men in question were members
0f a party of eleven Hindoos, eight of
vom remained on the Mexican side
o the rver. It is believed that they
wanfe(i to put to a test as applicable
t0 themselves the law governing the
immigration of Asiatics into this

;

Mo-hat- h

j

j

C0Untry.
j

According to this law special
tion must be obtained by Asiatics
wishing to live in the United States
an(1 Hindoos have already made
eral attempts to show that it does not
appiy .to them for the reason that they
Arvan extraction and British
subjects.
sanc-bee-

n

MENS

Dryer was seriously injured yester-- i
day as the result of an accident while
to
out driving are declared unfounded. Dandruff and Itching Scalp Yield
this Treatment.
Mrs. Dryer was slightly bruised from
a fall from a carriage, it is said.
Why experiment trying to drive the
"Jack Merrill, formerly a train dis- dandruff "erm from underneath the
patcher for the Santa Fe at Las Ve-- ; skin with greasy lotions or fancy hair-gaCo.,
now of No. 1, Wall street, New dressing when
York, passed through Las Vegas yes- - drug store will guarantee ZEMO, a
terday on Santa Fe train No. 7 in his ciean, antiseptic, sanative preparation
Mr. Merrill 'to entirely rid the scalp of the germ
private car "Rainbow."
was accompanied by a party of New iife that cause? the trouble. ZEMO is
York and London capitalists, whom he recognized as the cleanest and most
is taking to the oil fields of Califor- - effective treatment for all skin or
nia, where he is the holder of heavy scal eruptions, whether on infant or
investments." Las Vegas Optic.
grown person. The first application
Gilson Gardner, Washington corre- - Wiu stop the itching and will cleanse
spondent of the United Press and and keep the scalp in a clean, healthy
Co.'s
Association condition.
Stripling-burrowNewspaper Enterprise
spent a day leisurely in Santa Fe on drug store will refund your money if
his way to the Pacific coast. Mr. you are not entirely satisfied "with
went to meet
suits from the use of ZEMO.
-

s,

Stripling-Burrow-

READY-TO-WEA-

Prices that moan good values
Styles that are absolutely the
very latest
No sweat shop or shoddy
found here
No left overs from last year
or manyyears

s

IF ITS
WANT

CLOTHING

R

Workinansliipand material the very best
suit with real distinction and style
New troods, new stvles. new prices
Hand taylored. from f ittini and perfect (It
We buy from the largest clothing manufacturers in the U. S.
A

TA 1LORED-TO-ORDE-

WE

ARE

YOU

R

THE

LEADERS

The Royal Tailors of Chicago and New York are unapproachable,
s show you liotn we can improve the Jit you have had,

J

for Electric Irons, Broilers.
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLK Mgr.

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White "A'yandottes. Chicken
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlnf .
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CL&REBDOS

POULTRY

ervice

Call fhem in

Light Company

Let

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

A

I

Roosevelt at Khartoum, Egypt, and
accompanied him on his European
journey to New York. Mr. Gardner
f
seemed much interested in the statehood situation and incidentally the
contest for U. S. senator. He called
on Governor Mills and Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa this afternoon.
Attorney Hugo Seaberg, of Raton,
was in conference with Governor Mills
this afternoon. Mr. Seaberg speaks
of the growth and prosperity of Colfax
county in glowing terms.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan was summoned to his former
home in Michigan this afternoon by ill!!
the sad tidings that his father had suf- -

Hour Electric

NOOIHnr
VV

I

nnr Assortment of flies is larcer

s

24

and

I

'

Service Prompt, Day or Night.

AY

A

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

School of American Archaeology in
the Rito de los Frijoles canon, twenty miles west of Santa Fe, yesterday,
and left for Silver City where tonight.
he will deliver a lecture on the holy
city of the Mayas at the norma school
hall.
O. C. Watson, of Pueblo, Colo., who
with Mrs. Watson has been staying
at the Sanitarium on account of the
illness of their little daughter, returned home yesterday. Mrs. Watson will
remain until the little girl is able to
be taken home. She has recovered
nicelv from her recent operation and
now sits up a short time each day.
Hon. J. B. Raper, of Pawnee City,
Neb., judge of the First Judicial dis- trict of that state, is a guest of Dis-- ;
trict Clerk Frank W. Shearon and will
spend several weeks in Santa Fe.
Judge Raper is just completing his
second term on the bench, having
appointed for the first term and
then elected for a second term.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Dryer, of
Ind., and who have been
visiting Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan at
the Sanitarium, will leave tonight for

Every foot of it is thoroughly honestly.
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
arenv of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
all sensible, wide-awa- ue
tacts hereabouts particularly form a part of your vacation outfit. To
mention our Lumber in their get the best, get them here.
specifications.
& Company.

Charles W. Dudrow

an

IANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Ax-te-

j

'i

hi

t

the firm of Lyon &
contractors, came over from
Santa Fe, Sunday afternoon. Mr.
still has some work to do on a
large contract there, and will yet be
kept there several months before he
can move his family to this city."
!Roswell Register Tribune.
Doctor Edgar L. liewett came in
from the summer school camp of the
"G. Lyon of

nil nnur
r W nniIII

n

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

matrimony.

i

f

imi

-
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Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See

i

and more complete, thtn ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, IH
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
..

Ranch on the uper Pecos, twenty-fiv- e
miles east of Santa Fe, to spend sev- eral days.
Mrs. Claude J. Neis and daughter,
Florence, who have been visiting Mrs.
Neis' parents in Washington, D. C,
have returned to Santa Fe after an ab-sence of several months.
Mr. Rollins, the well known painter
'
of Indians, accompanied by Mrs. Rollins and their daughter, is expected
to arrive in Santa Fe this week from
Taos where he has worked for several
weeks.
Miss Grace Huntington and A. Le-- '
roy Pattison, from New York City, ar-- j
rived in the city yesterday and were
seen at the Elks' theater last night
'in a farce portraying the difference
in husbands "Before" and "After"

BOTH
WE HAVE .SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS-IIMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND

1

r t"

Mrs. Samuel G. Cartwright and children have gone over to the Valley

REAL ESTATE

IIinnH

A,,v, I

Miss Mary Conlon, who has been
visiting in this city, left last evening
for an extended visit in Colorado be-- j
fore returning to her home in Albu-- j
querque.
Thomas S. Hubbell, who
l as been confined to his home at Al- buquerque for some time past with
rheumatism, was reported seriously ill

yesterday.

SURETY BONDS

INSURANCE

i

terri-Itoria-

Xo man, however wealthy Ihe he, snould be without a READY CAsH
SERVE for some quick business stroke which may yield him quick

tune.
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YARDS

BAY
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"A lady came into my store lately and said :
e
all winter
Oil
"'I have been using a New Perfection
I think
home.
summer
for
my
in my apartment. I want one now
a
knew
what
women
If
only
are
wonderful
these oil stoves

LomDanv.

J

In

Cook-Stov-

j

I

Miles

1

19
7 30
If 8 20
!J8 35
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9 35
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Preston.
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12 00
11 37
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11 20
11 00
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Cerrososo

Olmarron
Uimiuron

Nash
Kai lan
Ute Park N.
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9 42
9 25
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Do you really appreciate what a New
means to you ? No
Perfection Oil Cook-Stov- e
to the
more coal to carry, no more cormne
out
that you can teat,
tired
so
dinner table
Stove and immediately
lustlieht a Perfection
intense blue flame shoots
the heat from an of
kettle or oven. But
pot,
bottom
ud tothi
is no smoke, no
the room isn't heated. There
no
drudgery in the
outside
heat,
smell, no
o.v
kitchen where one m

9

IPonneets with K. P. & S. VV. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M au 6:15 p.
tOonneots with K. P. &S. W Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson N,M. at 9:55a. ui.
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
U & S. Passenger trains arrive anil depart from DeMoines as follow:
SOUTH BOUND
NORTH BOl'N'li:
No, 8. 10 44 a. m.
No. 1,4.48 a. m,
No,2. 11. 11 p, in.'
No. 7.6 49 p in.
at Raton and Preston with (1, & S. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T. A. S. V. Ry.
N
W.
M,
K
and
Cimarron & Northwestern at
P, S.
Ky. at Colfax,
Des Moines
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
Cimarron, N. M. N.which
M.
and Red Lakes,
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo, Aurora,
Lakes.
Black
Cerro, Klizabethtcwn. Lobo, (iuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Baldy
River Olty, Talpa. Taos and 'i'wining.
"Daily. fFlag, tHaily except Sunday
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTENv
E. J. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
f
M
N.
N.
Raton, N. M.
Raton,
Raton,

than $2,000, $12 per annum.
Printing offices with capital more
than $2,000, $24 per annum.
Clairvoyants, palmists or fortune
tellers, $25 per week.
Automobiles used and maintained
for hire, $40 per annum.
Sec.

i

offense.

tt

corpora-to-

n

city limits, or within one mile thereof,
or to set up or keep any brothel, or
bawdy house, house of assignation or
prostitution within one mile of the
limits of said city, and any violation
thereof upon conviction shall be punished by a like fine of not less than
$25 for the first offense, $50 for the
second offense and not les3 than $75
for the third offense and not to exceed $100 for any additional offense,
or by imprisonment for a period not
exceeding ninety days or by both
such fine and imprisonment.
Sec. 3. That Section 324 of tine said
ii
roiritv.,1 aim
uumpuea
ordinances is
hereby repealed.
4.
Sec.
That all ordinances and
part of ordinances in conflict with
this ordinance are hereby repealed and
this ordinance shall be in full force
and effect from and after its
passage

oc. 4. All ordinances and part of
ordinances in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed and this ordinance and publication.
Passed and approved July 8th, 1910.
shall be in full force and effect from
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
and after its passage and publication. (Seal)
Passed and approved July 5th, 1910. Attest:
Mayor.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
(Signed) T. P. DELGADO,
(Seal)
Attest:
City Clerk.
Mayor.

Cautionary Note: Be sure I
you get this Btove see H

(Signed)

c
mat tne
reads "New Perfection.
nHine-piat-

T. P. DELGADO,

City Clerk.
Notice for Publication.
Requiring the Carrying j x0t Coal Land
06873
of Lights Upon Conveyances.
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Be it ordained by the City Council Department of the Interior,
of the city of Santa Fe
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Section 1. That automobiles, hacks
July 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pruden- carriages, drays, wagons and all con
veyances of whatsoever kind, except cio Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,
as hereinafter provided, used for the on July 12, 1905, made homestead
of persons or property try (serial 06873), No. 8396, for SW
;
SE
SE
SW
Sec. 3,
and which are upon the highways, j
NE
NE
NW
Sec.
streets, avenues and alleys, of the city NW
of Santa Fe, either in motion or 10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
standing, shall after the hour of 7:30 M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in-m. of each day, and until the hour tention to make final five year proof,
of 4 a. m. of the succeeding day in to establish claim to the land above
the months of May, June, July, August, described, before register and
and October and from the er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th
hour of 6 p. m. of each day and until day of August, 1910.
the hour of 6 a. m. of the succeeding j Claimant names as witnesses:
Crestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval,
day in the months of November, De-- 1
cember, January, February, March and Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal,
April carrying two lighted lamps up- all of Pecos, N. M.
on the front end of such conveyances
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the lights from such lamps to be
Register,
visible for a distance of not less than! (Published in the New Mexican, of
30 feet in front of the conveyance Santa Fe, N. M.)
carrying such lamps; providing how-- 1

An Ordinance

ew Sferjfcction

Oil Cook-stov-e

and

Any person, firm or

3.

violating the provisions of this
ordinance shall,
upon conviction
thereof be punished by a fine not exceeding fifty ($50) dollars or by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding thirty (30) days, or by both
such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court trying the cause
ano each days conducting of such oc
cupation without the required license
therefor shall constitute a separate

comfort they are, they would all have
one. I spoke about my stove to a lot
of my friends, and they were astonished. They thought that there was
smell and smoke from an oil stove, and
that it heated aroom just like any other
stove. I told them of my experience,
and one after another they got one, and
give hers
now, not one of them would
"
cost.'
its
times
five
for
up
The lady who said this had thought
an oil stove was all right for quickly
or boiling a
heating milk for a orbaby,
to make coffee
kettle of water,
never
quickly in the morning, but she
dreamed of using it for difficult or
heavy cooking. Now she knows.

5 00
:f 4 15
f 4 05
if 3 45
!f 3 25
2 55

Ar
Raton, N. M
House, N. M..I.V
Lv..(Jlifton House N' M.Ar

42
48

50

5

f7

20

jl.v

5 10
5

11

(llvad

STATIONS
hv. lies Moines. X. M .An
CapuUii
Thompson

4 12
4 30

..

1st 1910

running 1mm
Ar tMlfton House N.M. I,v

4
.

March

ViKil

20

3 55
4 12
".

ftr.H-- t

says:

A Storekeeper

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

2 30
2 50
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,

plates and food hot. Th
It has a Cabinet Top with a shelf for keepingmakes
the stove ornamental
the bright blue of the chimneys,
stoves
atfractiv" Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2 and
Circular
; if not at yours, write for Descriptive
Every dealer everywhere
to the nearest aeency of the

1--

1-- 4

4

can be had with or without Cabinet.

1--

p.

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

receiv-Seplemb-

3

ASK FOR TICKETS

1-- 4

1-- 4

4

Attest:

Mayor.
(Signed) T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
An Ordinance to License Chauffeurs.
Be
it ordained by the City Council of
Palace.
the City of Santa Fe.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
B.
H.
Capitan;
Hamilton,
Attorney
1. That every person who
C.
Section
Hefler,
William Reed, El Paso; T.
Douglas, and all Points in New
fei
in the business or occu- shall
C.
E.
engage
Johnson,
Tenn.;
Memphis,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
shall pay an an- Chauffeur
of
ver City; Miss Lianda E. Beach, pation
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
nual license of $5.00 after having pass-'eMount Iron, Minn.
s
or motor-- ( CHEAP
ROUND
a satisfactory examination before bicycles,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Claire.
alorethe
hours
shall
during
cycles,
to
!a
be appointed
board of examiners
R. M. Reese, Columbus; M. L. Engsaid only be required to carry one
by the mayor, as to his qualifications
&
lish, Dolores.
the
lamp on the front end thereof,
occuor
to engage in such business
Gregg's.
thereof to be visible as herein;
light
have
shall
The
power
mayor
pation.
TO ALL POINTS VIA
F. L.
Schnabel,
Albuquerque;
to revoke such license should the before provided.
Thomas Brown, New York.
chauffeur violate any of the provisions
Coronado.
'
section 350 of the revised and com-- '
of
Patti-son- ,
A.
Grace Huntington,
Leroy
shall, upon conviction thereof, be pun-- !
ordinances of July 16, 1906.
piled
New York City; Mr. and Mrs.
ished by a fine of not less than ten
Sec. 2. That the funds derived from
G. G.
B. L. Robertson,
Buckman;
dollars nor more than one hun-j- .
Effective June 2nd, 1910
be placed in road ($10)
For Rites and full information address
dollars or by imprison-- ;
Shane, Alamosa; M. C. de Baca, Las such license shall
dred
($100)
C7A nC
ANITIP
fund for the improvement of the ment in
I I
the county jail not exceeding A 1
Vegas; Miles Adams, Arroyo Hondo; streets
of
said
city.
L. J. Man, Kansas City.
(dU) clays or uy bom sucn nne
D AT? Iff
Sec. 3. That all ordinances and thirty
$73.70
and
imprisonment.
a
here-wnA.
ordinances
of
conflicting
parts
3. All ordinances and parts of BOSTON
Sec.
THREE MILLION DOLLARS FOR
$77.95
are hereby repealed, and this or- ordinances in conflict herewith are
El Paso Texas.
CIVIC IMPROVEMENTS,
dinance shall be in full force and efand. this ordinance CHICAGO
$50.35
fect from and after its passage and herebybe repealed,
in full force and effect from
shall
Spokane, Wash., July 15. Contracts
Txr'TioM'r
publication.
and after its passage and publication.
$60.35
'aggregating $918,376 for civic im-- i
Passed and approved July 5tlh, 1910.
ana approved juiy Din,
iu.
fassea
provements in residential districts in (Seal)
C'DDINr'C
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
$44.60
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
(Seal)
Spokane were awarded by Mayor Nel- Attest:
Mayor.
Attest:
Mayor KANSAS CITY
son S. Pratt and the board) of public
$35.35
(Signed) T. P. DELGADO,
(Signed) T. P. DELGADO,
works this week, making a total of
Clerk.
City
Clerk.
ST. LOUIS
City
since the beginning of the An Ordinance Amending Section 106
$44.35
An Ordinance Amending Sections 23
year. The J. F. Hill Company of Chiof the Published Ordinances
and 325 and Repealing Section INt.W YUKlV
$75.15
cago, now at work in Browne's addiof July 16, 1906.
324
of
Printed
of
the
Ordinances
contract
tion upon the largest single
Be it ordained by the City Council
12 Hour
July 16, 1906.
for paving ever awarded in the Pacific of the City of Santa Fe, that section
'Be it ordained by the City Council
will
to
$512,000,
106 of the revised and compiled ornorthwest, amounting
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
Fe.
also do paving work involving an ex- dinances of the City of Santa Fe, in of the city 1.of Santa
323
Section
Section
That
and
BETWEEN
penditure of $438,171 on Cannon Hill, force July 16, 1906, be and the same 325 of the revised and
or
a residential district in the southern is hereby amended to read as follows: dinances of the said compiled
city in force
Section 1. That it shall hereafter
part of Spokane and expects to begin
tine same are
and
be
16,
1906,
July
&
on a contract amounting to $420,205 be unlawful to operate, keep or mainamended to read as follows:
as hereby 2.
within 30 days. Mayor Pratt says the tain any gambling games such
Sec.
That every person who
pass-faro- ,
city of Spokane will do more than monte, faro,
shall set up or keep a brothel or haw-- 1
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
chuck-a-luctwenty-tand
on
street
vandeau,
roulette,
$C,000,000 worth of work
dy house, house of assignation or
r,
wo,
rouge-et-noithe
and
that
red
city
this
black,
adding
year,
bridges
a. m. Daily.
prostitution in the city of Santa Fe,
craps or any other New Mexico, shall, on conviction'
engineering department is preparing poker, stud-pokeplains and estimates for work in 1911 banking or percentage game of whatFor
"nation regarding freight
aQd ret,uin
that will cost between $7,000,000 and ever name, or any game of chance, SsTtLn
Embudo
$2.65
subwith
also
or
or
cards
dice,
played
any
operations
Building
$8,000,000.
$50 for the second offense and not
and passenger rates etc. call
"
Tres Piedras
are keeping pace, and it is believed terfuge for the same, by whatever less than $75 for the third offense,'
4.55
at city office, Laughlin Block
that the total expenditure in these name known, within the corporate lim- and not to exceed $100 for any addi"
Antonito
6.30
lines will reach $9,000,000 this year, its of the city of Santa Fe, New Mexi tional offense or by imprisonment for
or Phone 145.
as against $8,750,000 in 1909, the best co; and any person who is the owner a period not exceeding ninety days or
or possessor of the games mentioned
"
Chama
season in the history of the city.
9.50
both such fine and imprisonment
by
herein or any person engaged In op It shall be unlawful for
any lewd
L H. GIBSON,
erating any such games or who is in woman, prostitute or prostitutes, to
WagonWheel Gap , ?n 10.70
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
actual possession and control as lessee occupy or live in any bouse within the
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
or otherwise of the premises upon
this
which
or
are
date
Mexican
of
or
run
From the New
games
operated
1890.
any person who shall engage and take
Charles Hasplemath of Lamy gath part in playing any of such games in
ered in a bargain in south side real! the city of Santa Fe, and any and all
estate at Lamy today paying $300 persons who shall violate any of tlhe
provisions of this section .shall be
for it.
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
Judge Thornton and family left this guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conmorning for a ten days' trip to the viction thereof shall be punished by
a fine of not exceeding $100 or im
Pecos.
YOU KNOW That Ojo Caliente Waters ARE BEST;
The capitol park is taking on a prisonment in the city jail for not
it is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
and inviting appearance. exceeding ninety days, for each and
beautiful
The grass, trees and shrubs are mak every offense against the provisions
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures
ing rapid growth. The recent mow- hereof.
will
For rates, address. Manager.
prevent"
Sec. 2. That all ordinances and
ing has Improved the place greatly.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.
Citizens are talking of organizing a part of ordinances conflicting herecommittee whose duty shall be to un- with are hereby repealed and this ordertake some systematic method of dinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and
advertising Santa Fe.
M. M. Salazar is in the field for re- publication.
Passed and approved July 5th, 1910.
election as clerk of Colfax county.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
(Seal)
An Ordinance to Amend Section 167 Attest:
Mayor.
of the Published Ordinances of
(Signed) T. P. DELGADO,
City Clerk.
July 16, 1906.
j
Be it ordained by the City Council An Ordinance Fixing a License Upon
in
in
of the city of Santa Fe, that Section
Rooming Houses, Printing Offices
and Automobiles.
167 of the ordinances of the city of
TO
Be it ordained by the City Council
Santa Fe, published July 16, 1906, be
are hereby amended by of the City of Santa Fe.
same
the
and
RIGHT.
Section 1. It slhall be unlawful for
adoing to said section the following:
"Provided that in all cases such any person, firm or corporation to constreets, avenues or alleys shall be put duct, pursue or carry on in the city
Don Caspar Avenue
in good order or conditions as before of Santa Fe, any occupation or busi- Save
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
by the opening therein being filled, ness named in the following section
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
puddled, leveled and tamped at the without having paid the hereinafter
time of such filling and retamped two required license therefor.
MONEY
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Photographers $6 per annum.
The Spanish editiou ot the 1909 weeks thereafter.
That all ordinances and parts of orRooming houses 1 to 3 rooms for Payable Turoagaoat the United States. Canada. Mesico
Laws of New Mexico are now ready dinances
conflicting herewith are here- hire, $4 per annum.
and all Foreigo Coantries.
Price: Paper cover, by repealed and this ordinance shall Rooming house 4 to 10 rooms for
for delivery.
17
cents
full
annum.
$3.25, plus
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
postage;
sheep, be in full force and effect from and hire, $8 per
&
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address after its passage and publication.
Rooming houses with more than 10
all orders to The New Mexican Print
Passed and approved, July 5th, 1910. rooms for hire, $12 per annum.
Telephone No 140 Red
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
(Seal)
Printing offices with capital less
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
ing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
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him the leader of men, physically and

SKETCH OF GOVERNOR MILLS
IN THE HAMILTONIAN.

MI A 11

mentally.
The home life of the Mills family,
He Was as Popular in His College vhr. live! for years in Las Vegas beS1
fore being called to the executive manDays at Yale as He is Today
sion at Santa Fe, portrays beautifully
Among People of New
Mexico.
WANTED To sell good horse and
the typical American home. They
runabout. Apply New Mexican office.
have two children living, Wilson Wad- iu, anu
dingbam, Yale I mversny
(By L. C. Van Hecke.)
eau- wno
FOR KENT Furnished room with
is
Miss
Madeline
Mills,
being
In
Born
Mississippi of Virginia pare.
or
bath
and electric :ght. Apply at the
banta
schools
in
the
eated
educated
New
in
and
entage,
England
Xew Mexican.
Governor Mills has, throughout his
now, by choice, a westerner, William
In
.Tosenh Mills, who on March
1910. life, stood for high moral ideals.
habitcircles
he
FOR SALE Planinz mi!! complete.
social
and
was inaugurated territorial governor religious
Reason
for selling, old age and poor
of Xew Mexico, is typical of that class ' nally lends a helping hand to all that
.
health. Apply P. Ilesch.
and tends to uplift his fellow man. He
of manly Americans,
fc
who are quitely building and Mrs. Mills are both members of
and
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
church
Protestant
Episcopal
the west and incidentally building the the
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
an
in
active
taken
part
have
always
States.
United
MaCo.,
a
is
and prices at Charles E.
maps
w
The
v'w-wv
work.
governor
mmm
azoo City, in 1S49, was Governor church
Michael, Real Estate.
to the Hiram Lodge of
son,
belonging
Mills birthplace and Wilton Planta.
New Haven, and an Elk in the Las
tion, in the days before war wrought
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Exruin, was the scene of his early child- is also a member of the Quinnipiack
unnecessary. Sfll oir branda
perience
hood. It was here that his father, a
to the rettail trade. Ri? pay. V.'rite
New
Haven.
of
Club
physician and a descendant of an old
for full particulars at once. Globe
An honored man, an ideal husband
line of Virginians, fell a victim to the and
Co., Cleveland, O.
an
Cigar
successful
a
lawyer,
father,
then deadly yellow fever, and the wid- able
now
conscientious,
a
and
jurist
owed mother removed immediately,
FOR SALE My stock of general
.
pvMMitivp what his future
son, to iar untiring
with her
store rent free, good lomerchandise,
been
will be has
variously predicted.
ftnr.1.. "NT,,... T?n,vlol
anay 'K
cation; very little competition. Buy
He ls prominentlv mentioned as a can- from owner. Address Mrs. Henry J.
Young Mills grew to manhood in- fi,date fm. fll,gt governor oE the state
He attended the Nor- Qf y
Connecticut.
Young, Cerro, N. M.
as
New
als0
and
Mexjco
Free Academy and his gradua-- . .cog first United gtates senator.
tion was followed by a brief business whatever posUion ne is cane(1 upon
TYPEWRITERS
career in New York City before he tQ fin u jg certain tQ be flllfid ably
I Now
unci r .t r
Cli'arH'd,
scuoui. iu
entered the Yale
in.il Mirplins
pliitcns furntslit'l. l:ili
and honestly bv a typical, plain Anier-hwon the Jewell prize as a junior
Typewriters sold, xcliiii.t'i ilimd rentfd
and justice au
& lovef Qf
Standard makes handled. Ail repair wink
and graduated in 1S77. As a law stud-- , exl,onent of faii,piay and square deal- f
YfwCSX
aft
and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe
pnt hp was Signally suci;eaiui aim ing and an earnest believer in the fu
Kxelianue.
Typewriter
was
career
he
throughout his college
ture of his adopted home New MexWW's i&xzcff
extremely popular among his fellows. ico.
ures are adopted to secure water the
the
of
member
Book,
He was here a
I'crr Stanton hospital will have to go
Crown and Kent clubs.
An investigation
out of commission.
DIED AT THE RIPE OLD
of the situation is now under way.
AGE OF EIGHTY-SIIt was in Connecticut, at West Haven in 1885, that he married Miss Alice
Called to His
Waddingham, now the first lady of Solomon Spiegelberg
Notice for Publication.
New Mexico, and here, at New Haven,
Serial No. 04C7, 013711.
Fathers, After a Long, Eventful
and Blessed Life.
he successfully followed his chosen
Not Coal .and.
Jemez Forest.
profession and steadily rose to promiDepartment of the Interior,
nence. He was elected a member of
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Las Vegas Optic.)
Solomon Spiegelberg, who diod at
the Connecticut House of Representa- July 12, 1910.
tives in 1878 and was honored as Stale Las Vegas late Wednesday afternoon
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Senator for two terms. The lure of came to New Mexico in 1858 from
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
the west with its broader field of ac- New York, following the old Santa Fe
on July 27, 190S, and June 20, 1910.
citimade homestead entries No. 0467 and
tivity and wider range of opportuni- trail along with other pioneer enand
Fe
at
Santa
to
He
settled
zens.
a
attraction
powerful
NE
No. 013711, for SE
ties, proved
NW
his ambitious na.dre and he soon re- gaged in the mercantile business,
SW
NE
NE
NE
S
unmoved to New Mexico, where he has where he remained and prospered
Sec. 19, and W
N
NE
SE
ever since been a prominent figure in til 1902, when he retired from active
NW
NW
NE
NW
and
business and came to Las Vegas,
territorial affairs.
'
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
the
at
resided
since
had
where he
President McKinley recognized in home
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
4
i
of his daughter, Mrs. Henrietta
of intention to make final five year
Senator Mills the broad legal mind of Ufeld.
,
proof, to establish claim to the land
the jurist and appointed him chief
Mr. Spiegelberg was born in
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
of the supreme court of New MexFebruary
Westphalia, Germany,
probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N.
ico, to which he was reappointed by 28, 1824, where he resided until he
M on the 26th day of August, 1910.
1898
and
Roosevelt
in
again reached the age of IS. when he emi-- '
President
Claimant names as witnesses:
four years later. As Judge Mills he
New
grated to America, settling in
,
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de
rendered invaluable services to New York. He worked at his trade, that
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio
Mexico and won universal admiration of a hatter, for some years. In 1X49
ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS, DISTRIBUTORS, DENVER, COLORADO.
all of Coyote, N. M.
and respect. Many of his decisions, he married Miss Bertha Floersheim.
on
MANUEL R. OTERO,
those
questions
tne
bearing
young
especially
Soon after this marriage
Register.
peculiarly western, stand as brilliant ' P0UDip came to New Mexico, settling many weeks ago he underwent an boys," she being quite capable of mak- virtually cut off as a result of the acexamples of sagacity and deep insight ln tjje territorial capital, where the operation and never regained his for- ing her own selection afterwards. Miss
tion of a railroad in that vicinity pipIt ls an admitted tac; that real e
into the first principles of justice. The following children were born to them: mer strength. Shortly before he died McCormick, however,
goes into consid- ing the water to a
r
a
miles
to
Mills
now
thirty
of
is
who
point
A
tate, financial men and merchants all
F Spiegelberg,
Judge
he told those at his bedside he was erable detail and wants Cupid Stevens
appointment
for use in locomotives.
The
and more important post was going treatment in a sanitarium in prepared to go. "I know that I shall to
say that quickest and bst results are
beyond
manage the affair. She is just crazy
approved, only with reluctance, by the Las Vegas; Mrs. Henrietta Ilfeld, of soon pass over the mystic river, but about ranch life, is not afraid of any- local officers have informed the secre- obtained by advertising in the New
of the treasury that unless meas- Mexican.
members of the New Mexico bar, to Las Vegas; Jacob Spiegelberg, who I wish to say that, had I the opportunithing, has had lots of proposals since tary
died several years ago in New York ty to
whom he had endeared himself.
my life, I would live it she was 15, can ride any kind of horse
Politically, Governor Mills has al- - City; vviuiam a. cpiegeiueig jl ;.rw just alKDut as I have done. I am ready-t- for hours and will never marry any- NEAT ATTIRE
go any moment the summons body but a cowboy because she is '
ways been a staunch and consistent York City.
broke over the conies," he said.
war
the
When
He
in
believer
Republican principles.
as
She
are.
and
lively
cowboys
jolly
tenderThe funeral services were held is 18 years of age, has brown curly
has labored unceasingly to secure be- Union in 1861, Mr.to Spiegelberg
old flag and
the
his
services
ed
Mexico
and
at the daughter's home hair, dark blue eyes and fair com- New
this
lated justice for
memorable on morning
Seventh street, Las Vegas, com- plexion is,
raise her to the dignity of statehood served throughoutfor that
according to this descrip- a time, adjutant
campaign, being
mencing at 11 o'clock. The body was tion, a real Irish beauty. The young
he expressed the wish in his in- on
the staff of that sterling soldier,
augural address that he should be New Major General James P. Canby. He then taken to the Santa Fe station lady confesses a great penchant for
and shipped to New York City on
and
Mexico's last territorial governor
horses, ten mile rides and the shooting
in many of the engage- train No. 10, where
burial will be
that his term should be a short one. participated
up of everything she sees.
Union army in the west made. Isaac Bacharach
ments
of
the
accompanied
Powerful of build, energetic and ath- and his
record was one of. tilie
Miss McCormick's letter incidentmilitary
body east.
years of merit. After the close of the war, Mr.
letic, despite his sixty-onhas put the postmaster and an
ally
age, which he carries lightly, he is an Spiegelberg returned to his mercannewspaper man on the
enterprising
earnest advocate of outdoor life. His tile business in Santa Fe and pros- DEMAND FOR COWBOY
outs. The letter contained a request
grey hair and dignified mien proclaim pered greatly, chiefly as a result of HUSBANDS REMAINS UNABATED not to let the fresh newspaper men of
giving his patrons a square deal and
San Antonio get hold of it and
applying himself to business with a Postmaster at San Antonio, Texas, is
Stevens intended to grant this
TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
zeal seldom equalled and perhaps
Asked to Act as Cupid By
simple wish of so fair a. correspondent,
never excelled.
Eastern Maidens.
an iuie tmore so since ne is msn. mm- - iTake a pick with your eyes sbut and Certainly helps a man along socially
As a citizen, he took a deep interest
self. But fate In the form of the reg- - you'll get what you like. That re and in business. There is no
in the welfare of his city and country.
ular
dopeman intervened. The lat- - fers to
San Antonio, Texas, July 15 That
the fact that dress has a edal to
He was an honored member of the
ter
for years gone through the
has
the
he
is
do with a man's success nowadays.
marriages
promoting against
ANY LIVERY RIG
Masonic fraternity and a devoted
desk of the postmaster when he is
eBaring this fact in mind, let us call
member of Montezuma Lodge No. 1, his will are made in heaven is the absent and in this manner the young
that leaves these stables. They're all your attention to the fact that we
wish
of
sincere
Postmaster
of
Stevens
Santa Fe. He was also an ardent
has become public.
up to date and any of them gives gat.
making to order the most stylish
member of the Grand Army of the this city. Of late letters from young ,ady's epistle
'
huswomen
to
anxious
find
Suits
and Overcoats, from selected
cowboy
and
tae
many
in
A
drives
drive
capital
Republic post
away the
jisfaction.
MAY HAVE TO
at a most moderate price.
fabrics,
of his old comrades recount the many bands have been coming into his ofblues.
save
and
the
it
Try
calling
ABANDON FORT STANTON.
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
j pleasant
evenings passed around the fice at the rate of two and three a
doctor.
samples have arrived.
camp fire with Comrade Spiegelberg, day. Some of them are pathetically
Rio Bonito is Dry, the Water Being
their
his
there
sincere
find
this
and
with
recounted
he
usually
'when
f
n f L. S varied and
Julius Muralter, Tailor
Used for Railroad Purpose InVlired Dy Lyflia n
WILLIAMS 4 USING
C.rinKnam
exciting experiences on way into the press, advertising exvestigation is Under Way.
held ot carnage. Anotner nonor oi penses being thus avoided. Recently
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues- Vegetable Compound
which the deceased was especially one young woman admitted that she
ilGalena, Kans.
"A year ago last proud, was his membership in B'Nai was 23 and that she had no great
Washington, July 15. The governMarch I fell, and a few days after B'Rith Lodge No. 1, New York City, lusions as to cowboys, her principal ment hospital for consumptives, at
there was soreness in my right side. he being one of its charter members. object being to get in the country. Of Fort
Stanton, New Mexico, may be;
ln a short time a bunch came and it Mr. Spiegelberg was also a Santa course, she would grow to like the abandoned
as a result of exhaustion
bothered me so much at night I could Fe trailer and whenever two or
ANN UAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
proper party.
of its water supply. The government
not sleep, it Kept three of these
old
pioneers
for
sturdy
The
latest
cowboy has invested more than a million dolaspirants
and
growing larger
were gathered in this vicinity, Mr. husbands are Miss Julia Schilly and lars in this
institution, over which the;
by fall it was as
large as a hen's egg. Spiegelberg was in their midst, if Miss Loraine McCormick, both of St. marine hospital service exericises jur-- i
AND
I could not go to possible, and was always an interest Louis. The former just wants pos- isdiction. Until a recent period the
bed without a hot ing reciter ot experiences on tne tmaster Stevens to
comher
"in
Fort Stanton hospital had an abund-put
water bottle applied march. It will be recalled that the
munication with some reliable cow ance of water. Its supply has been
to that side. I had last
public appearance of Mr. Spiegel
one of the best doctors in Kansas and berg in Las Vegas was on July 4,
he told my husband this year, when he participated in the
that I would have to first reunion of the Santa Fe trailers.
be operated on as it
Mrs. Spiegelberg died in Santa Fe
was something like in 1902, and immediately thereafter
A 5
7 A 1010 Day &
X
a tumor caused by a rupture. I wrote Mr. Spiegelberg sold his mercantile
w a
md
J y a y J y j y my y s j
to you for advice and you told me not business in that city and retired to
to get discouraged but to take Lydia the (home of his
daughter in this
Normal, healthy blood contains millions of tiny red corpuscles, which are
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
tlie
death.
his
he
and nourishing element of the circulation. These corpuscles ara
resided
till
where
vitalizing
soon
in
the
and
city,
it
did
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m7
lump
I
the
food
from
in
of
nutriment
most
to
extraction
constantly
by
devoted
systems
was
the
forming
Mrs.
He
memory
healthy
and
side broke
passed away."
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
II. R. Htjey, 713 Mineral Ave., Galena, of his wife and frequently spoke of eaten, and this nourishment is then supplied through the circulation to every
of
amount
which
tlie
of
does
receive
not
the
portion
proper
system.
Any system
Kans.
her to those nearest him. Beside his blood nourishment
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
is not prepared to withstand the countless disorders that assail
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- children, who have been mentioned it. Bad
blood
rich
and
can
the
not
roots
be
the
nourish
must
circulation
and
body,
from
pure,
made
herbs,
pound,
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
above, Mr. Spiegelberg is survived strong if we would enjoy good health. Bad blood manifests itself in various
has proved to be the most successful
whom ways. With some it takes the form of skin diseases and
of
all
three
grandchildren,
by
become
of
worst
others
the
forms
for
eruptions,
curing
remedy
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
female ills, including displacements, reside ln Las Vegas as follows: Mrs. bilious and malarious, with sallow complexions, torpid liver, etc. If the germs and
Bacha-radmore
Mrs.
mora
Simon
in
becomes
the
Isaac
virulent
are
a
fibroid
blood
tumors,
blood
nature
impurities
of
irreguBacharach,
then bad
inflammation,
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL
serious and produces Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, and like troubl- -.
and Mrs. H. M. Smith.
larities, periodic pains, backache,
1b
down
Nature 's own blood purifier, made
Mr. Spiegelberg was a most genial Nothing equals S. a S. for bad blood. It
feeling, flatulency, indigesIt costs conversationalist
from roots, kerbs and barks. It goes into the circulation and removes every ima
tion, and nervous prostration.
was
and
familiar
RED UCED RA TES ON ALL RAILROADS
result
or pndBon, strengthens and enriches the blood, and in this way supplies th9
but a trifle to try il, tid the
at public and social gatherings puritywith
the Secretary for premium lists orSotherllnformation
Write
S.
S.
S.
nourishment
the
of
amount
health.
to
body
has been worth millions to many figure
maintain good
proper
in Las Vegas up till a short time ago. is likewise
8ufferine women.
finest of all tonics and while purifying the blood builds up eve y
tle
JOHN B. McMANUS
J. H. O'RIELLY,
danced several sets not more than portion of
from bad blood, ar
system, 8. S. S. cures every ailment
If you want special advice write He
President.
Secretary.
six months ago and was decidedly ac it does so "imply because it purifies the circulation.coming
Book on the blood seat
forlttoMrs.rinKnani,uyii"iu.3B, tive for one of his advanced age. Not tree to all wlo write.
THE
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OA.
SPECIFIC
ATLANTA,
CO.,
It is free and always helpful.
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the girl in charge of the lunch
counter. He got away, however, beMARKET
fore the officers arrived. He was
striction which compels autoists to filching the jewelry by means of a
(Continued From Page Two.)
MONEY AND METALS.
on hooked wire inserted through the wire
New York, July 15. Call money 2
;,ay $11 on entering and about $3
Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular lciving the state. As it does not take netting which enclosed tihe stand
Mexicon
prime paper 5
while the attendant was away.
price, McConvery. 415 Palace Ave.
dollars
many hours to ride through this
59
Amal.
Atch
44;
99; N.
M.
J.
Crawford, of Lake Valley, is N. C. 114
The rummage sale at the Plaza Fete
though small, state one can read- in
143
div.
ex
Reading
Deming today on business.
will offer many bargains.
S P. 114
ily see how expensive is motoring in
U. P. 163; Steel 70
E. C. Roechbecker has accepted
a
The Funniest act of the season in New Jersey.
- pfd. 115
S.
P.
as
in
clerk
the
postj
position
vaudeville at the Elks' tonight.
Xew York, July 15. Lead firm $4.45
The Country Store at the Plaza Fete master's office at Deming, vice B. M.
is
Seliqman Bros. Ad Attention
4.55; copper firmer, standard spot
on next Thursday evening will have Holtray, resigned.
called to the advertisement in this
as well as
for
?11.7012.05;
children
counters
Sept.
V.
H.
$ll.8511.95;
Wayland of;
Superintendent
issue of Seligman Bros. Co. announc-- j
silver 54
adults.
P.
S.
the
through
passed
Company
in
ins bargains
every department.
Remember it is vaudeville and good Deming going east todav in his private
WOOL MARKET.
Ice Cream Fete at the Plaza festival
St. Louis. July 15. Wont stead v:
pictures at the Elks' tonight. Prices cari S;m Carlos.
on next Thursday evening.
Leslie Smith, the Western Union territory and western mediums 18
the same, 10 and 15c.
Missionary Society Tomorrow The,
221-2- ;
fine mediums 16(7817: fine 12
"boy, fell from his bicycle
on
the
That
Placed
messenger
Value
Light
Woman's Missionary Society of the
14.
Alex
arm.
him
broke
"Where
the
and
Virchow's
maxim
ureal
yesterday
Presbyterian church, will meet with sun does not shine tihere
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
goes the Hamilton is serving in Leslie's place
Mrs. L. A. Harvey, Saturday, July 1G,
time
an
for
the
to
such
being,
is
Chicago, 111., July 15. Wheat Sent
doctor,"
appreciated
at 3 o'clock.
Morris No'rdhaus returned from
and!
extent
for
Dec. Ill
light,
that
107108;
provisions
A Miner's Sacrifice is
a western
Corn Sept. 60
are made even in deeds, was ifornia where he has been since
Dec. 57
to
see
at
like
all
the
kind
the
drama,
tihe
fight at
when
Oats Sept. 39
nessing
today,
Attorneys
Dec 40
Elks' tonight.
('. C. Catron and T. B. Cation had re- - Reno on July 4.
Postoffice Morgue is Empty There corded a deed
for a strip of land sold, T. A. Kerr, a cattleman from FloriPork July $25.67
is not a single letter, post card or to S.
Sept. $21.70.
The land is da. is in Deming on business.
the
Spitz
Lard
Oct. $11.62
Sept. $11.77
newspaper no, not even an announce-- . on the east side jeweler.
A. C. Teel has returned to Nebraska
of the plaza and ad- nient. of a lost umbrella or basket or
265.
arr
consid-,fohis
of
the
purpose
making
the Catron block. The
in
the "postoffice joins
pair of g'oves
Ribs Sept. $11.60; Oct. $11.70
ration was $300. The deed has this rangements for moving here perma- The
morgue" today.
publicity given cliiuse in it
10.
a
will
Teel
Mr.
farm
improve
the provision nently.
showing
the morgue has done much to bring
LIVESTOCK.
made to keep the light sihining in the a few miles west of town.
the
officials
about identification,
postal
G.
Moir
for
leaves
understood1
J.
Mrs.
Kansas City, Mo., July 15. Cattle
Saturday
Catron building: "It being
say.
in case the party of the second Los Angeles and other points in Cali- 2,000;
that
including 1,500
Receipts,
Dancing pavilion for children and part, heirs or assigns, should erect forma, where she will spend a few southerns; market,, strong. Native
grown ups at the Plaza Fete.
or buildings exceeding weeks.
steers $3.806.00; southern cows $2.60
is Dusty "The Rio any building
Rio Grande
Senator J. N. Upton returned to his
one story in height they shall leave!
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.50
Grande is dusty again. The rain of a an open space in front of the win-- : ranch on the Mimbres.
(5)7.00; stockers and feeders $3.25
a
followed
was
few days ago
by quite
Lon Barksdale, who has been in 5.75; bulls
dows in the second story of the south!
$3.254.50; calves $4.00
respectable stream of water which side of the Catron block two feet, 9 Deming for a few days, returned to 8.20; western steers $4.757.25; westMexican
of
side
trickled down on the
inches wide from tihe south wall of his home near Nutt station last night, ern cows $3.005.25.
i!ie river. But now the sun has dried the Catron block so as not to obstruct
F. B. White of El Paso, is in Dem-tliReceipts, 2,000; market,
Sheep
the river bed so that pedestrians may
light in said windows and permit; ing on business.
Muttons $3.504.50; lambs
walk without rubber boots or bare the opening of the iron shutters toi The Republican convention which steady.
iwill nominate candidates for the con- - $6.007.00; few wethers and yearfeet." El Paso Herald.
said windows."
fed western eyes
Plaza
Tea
Garden
at
the
Japanese
"Little Mother at the Baby Show is stitutional convention (has been called lings $3.754.75;
$3.504.00.
oULUFete, next Thursday evening.
an every day occurrence, something l meel JU'y
Finds Skull Near Arroyo Hondo A that should be seen by all at the Elks' Good Showers are Reported From
.Chicago, 111., July 15. Cattle ReSanta Fean who requests that his
2,000; market, strong. Beeves
ceipts,
Luna
County.
name be withheld from publication. tonight.
Texas steers $2.756.85;
$5.308.60;
15.
A
X.
M.,
Mr.
good
is
not in it with
July
Deming,
The Mikado
has found a skull in the Indian vilwestern
steers
$4.15 7.60; stockers
afterMikado who is a good deal funnier shower fell in Deming Tuesday
cows and
lage near Arroyo Hondo and has
and feeders $3.605.75;
in
heavier
was
much
rain
noon.
The
is
and sprightlier. Mr. Mikado
coming
calves
brought it to the American School of to
$6.75
heifers
$5.007.00;
the Elks' theatre early next month. the eastern portion of the county.
It is said that Jesse
Archaeology.
8.50.
of
J.
W.
Texas,
Chapin,
Clevenger,
Xusbaum will look it over this after- Watch for the detailed
Receipts, 12,000; market,
Hogs
bought 160 acres of land six miles
noon as Dr. E. L. Hewett is away.
southwest of Deming.
steady to 5 cents higher. Light $8.75
The school is much interested in these
T. C. Hewlett and Miss Mertie
9.10; mixed $8.609.10; heavy $8.25
finds believing that they may throw CAUGHT IN ACT OF STEALING
of Deming, were married yes- 8.90; rough
$9.258.45; good to
JEWELRY AT DEMING.
much light on the prehistoric people.
terday in El Paso. They will reside choice heavy $8.459.80; pigs $8.80
A Victim of Jealousy is a biograph
in El Paso.
9.15; bulk of sales $8.558.85.
and is good. Nufced. Elks' tonight. Thief Poked Wire Through Netting
Clhas. E. Mott of Steins, N. M., is in
and
Stand
News
at
Harvey
Big Demand for Tickets Manager
Deming on business.
Helped Himself.
Mackie of the Peerless baseball team
W. H. McDonald has gone to the
stated today that there is every in
HACK LIKE
N. M.. July 14. Gustave Mimbres Hot Springs for a few days, WOODY'S
Deming,
dication tnat a large number of Santa
in
Oliver who has been in El Paso
J.
a
J.
ranch
hand
living
Steinburg,
Feans will take advantage of the low
From
was sentenced to jail for for a few days under the care of an
excursion rate to the Duke City Sun- Deming,
were
Justice Browning yes- oculist returned. His eyes which
BARRANCA TO TAOS
day and that when the game begins thirty days by found
guilty of unmer- seriously injured by the charge from
at 2:30 p. m. the Ancient City will terday, being
South
old the exhaust pipe of a gasoline engine, Meets Both North
be properly represented among the cifully beating his twelve year
are
son.
out
of
Bounds
Trains.
danger.
pronounced
rooters. The train will leave at 7:30
Local showeTs continue to fall in
Judge Harlle and W. B. Walton,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
a. m. and will start homeward at 8
Dem- both of Silver City, passed through
various
of
Luna
county.
parts
the north bound train and arrives at
p. m. arriving here about 11:30 p. m.
ing had a nice shower this afternoon. Deming this morning on their return Taos at 7 p. m.
'Supper at the Public Library from 6
are from Albuquerque where they have
The Long Lumber
Company
to 8 p. m., Thursday, July 21, during
Ten miles shorter than any other
in their new yard on the cor- been attending the meeting of tihe
putting
Good covered hack and good
the Plaza Fete.
way.
ner of Silver avenue and Spruce territorial party committees.
Restrictions on Autos in New Jer- street.
Dr. J. O. Moir returned from Santa teams.
Tto.ln.g- deneto StXaJse Fae- sey In regard to the subject of reA th'ef was detected in the act of Fe.
G. F. Porcher, of
strictions on automobiles in the east, stealing some jewelry from the HarHondale. is in eangei Comafbrtatle.
it is sta'ed on excellent authority that vey house news stand last night by Deming on business.
Trip
New Jersey, supposed to be the happy
ir.tirir.f; ground of motors, because" of
Uie excellent roads, has a little re-
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WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
ALL KINDS OF FRESH
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc etc.
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OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
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THY OUR LEMON PIES.
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SPECIAL
SALE

JULY

during entire
month of

1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Luces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
Underwear.
SUMMERGOODS LATEST STY LESund DESIGNS
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Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something

cool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

SANTA
B

All drinks made from filtered water.
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HENRY KRICK. ProDrietor

Jsatisfaotiont assured

corrick's hack line

HICK SERVICE
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Baggies and Saddle Horses
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The dress suit
had on last
o

night was certainly a
dandy. I meant to ask you where you got it but forgot
to. Put me next to your tailor at once.

&MP

'

ft

i

you

'

Fffed.

"

B

THAT dandy dress suit was one of our new line HART
SCH AFFNER & MARX dress suits. THE BIG STORE will carry
a full line of dress suits from now on. For evening functions
after six o'clock, if ladies are present, full dress is the rule;
white tie, standing collar, patent leather, high button shoes, if
you are very strict, but low shoes are worn by many careful
dressers.

NOW when you or your friends are out hunting a
full dress suit, and come into this store, you. hunt
You will surely find you ideal here.
no further.

HOME OF
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Full Dress Suits.
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